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ABSTRACT 

Use of liquid administration paradigms in functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI) research has rapidly increased and expanded. Despite rapid expansion, there are 

no studies examining the methods setup of this paradigm. The present study aims to 

address basic questions about the methodology of liquid administration paradigms using 

a series of three experiments. These questions include whether using timing files 

generated by the study computer accurately represent the time of taste receipt, whether 

variation in methods setup meaningfully impacts time of taste receipt, and whether 

inaccurate receipt time impacts first-level analysis of fMRI data. 

Experiment 1 used an equipment setup simulating the running of an fMRI study 

with three taste stimuli; tasteless solution, chocolate milkshake, and chocolate milk. For 

each taste stimulus, we captured and compared the times of administration recorded by 

the study computer and the time of receipt captured using two measurement systems. 

Experiment 2 used a similar setup with only one taste stimulus: chocolate milkshake. 

Using high-definition video, we captured the time elapsed as the taste stimulus passed 

through the tubing at three infusion speeds and varying temperatures. In Experiment 3, 

we used the fMRI data from a previous study, in which five participants were 

administered chocolate milkshake to demonstrate how the lag times captured in 

Experiment 1 affect first-level fMRI data analyses.  

There were significant differences in time of administration recorded by the 

computer and time of receipt, demonstrating the existence of a lag time. This lag time 

was greatest for chocolate milkshake. Semiautomatic pump speed also was significantly 

associated with lag time. Temperature and length of tubing were not significantly related 
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to lag time. Additionally, our fMRI analyses show that the variation in the methods setup 

have a meaningful impact on first-level fMRI analyses. When using the computer-

generated time that was not corrected for lag time, increased neural activity in response to 

the chocolate milkshake taste was shown in three out of the five participants. When 

correcting using the lag time, increased neural activity in response to chocolate milkshake 

taste was found in all five participants. 

Overall, this study demonstrates a “proof of concept” that the practice of 

estimating liquid administration times from computer-generated files may not be 

accurate, that variation in methods setup may affect the timing in this paradigm, and that 

these differences in timing introduce variation in the fMRI data of individual participants. 
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CHAPTER 1 

TIMING VARIABLE EXAMINATION  

1.1. Introduction 

Application of liquid administration paradigms in functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) research has rapidly increased and expanded, from initial studies of 

normative taste response in healthy individuals, to examinations of obesity and 

psychopathology (Filbey, Claus, et al., 2008; Stice, Yokum, Blum, & Bohon, 2010; 

Waltz et al., 2015). The typical setup of the liquid administration paradigm uses 

programmable semiautomatic pumps triggered by study computers to infuse taste stimuli 

from syringes at specific temporal intervals to an individual lying supine in the scanner 

holding plastic tubing between the lips (Haase, Cerf-Ducastel, Buracas, & Murphy, 

2007). The individual may be instructed to evaluate the taste stimuli or associate these 

with a visual cue, and is most often visually cued to swallow after tasting the stimuli 

(Veldhuizen, Douglas, Aschenbrenner, Gitelman, & Small, 2011). Scanning occurs 

concurrently as liquids are administered (Frank et al., 2008; Stice, Spoor, Bohon, 

Veldhuizen, & Small, 2008).  

These methods have been applied in studying reward and anticipatory taste 

consumption in clinical populations, including individuals with eating disorders 

(Cowdrey, Park, Harmer, & McCabe, 2011; Monteleone et al., 2017), alcohol use 

disorder (Claus, Ewing, Filbey, Sabbineni, & Hutchison, 2011), depression (McCabe, 

Woffindale, Harmer, & Cowen, 2012), and schizophrenia (Waltz et al., 2015). 

Differences in activation of this neurocircuitry have been implicated as contributing to 

psychopathology and medical conditions. For example, it has been theorized that eating 
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disorders and substance use disorder may arise from or be maintained by similar 

abnormalities in reward neural circuitry (Gearhardt et al., 2011).  

Despite the rapid expansion in use of this paradigm, there has been limited 

examination of the methods. Haase et al. (2007) offer arguably the most comprehensive, 

detailed description of this paradigm. The study focus, however, is on optimizing fMRI 

data acquisition, rather than directly testing the methods setup. Haase et al. (2007) 

describe screening processes to ensure gustatory and olfactory functioning is normative 

in participants and detail the equipment setup. This setup description includes images of 

the equipment as well as makes and models of equipment. Participants in this study were 

instructed to evaluate the taste stimuli during scanning to ensure the participants were 

actively engaged in the task. During image analysis, Haase et al. (2007) used a 

deconvolution script to model the response two-seconds after the instruction to swallow 

in order to reduce variation from head motion. Although Haase et al. (2007)’s 

examination is instructive for addressing major considerations in this paradigm, such as 

screening participants, describing equipment, and correcting for head motion, this study 

does not describe how to identify when the taste stimuli reach participants or how 

changes in the methods setup might require changes to image analysis procedures. Thus, 

the aim of the current study differs from and extends Haase et al. (2007) in assessing 

what factors influence the accurate assessment of the timing of delivery of taste stimuli to 

a participant. 

Thorough study of methodological considerations in this paradigm is warranted 

for several reasons. First, a review of the literature suggests that there is variation in the 

equipment and setup used for this paradigm (Cerf, Lebihan, Moortele, Mac Leod, & 
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Faurion, 1998; Green & Murphy, 2012; Haase et al., 2007; Stice & Yokum, 2016; 

Veldhuizen et al., 2011; Waltz et al., 2015). Second, many of the variables that are 

arguably most vulnerable to variation across studies using this paradigm are either 

inconsistently reported, or not mentioned at all. These variables include the exact recipes 

used for the taste stimuli, temperature of the liquids at the time of administration, the 

length of tubing, and the speed at which the semiautomatic pumps are programed to 

infuse liquids. Although various recipes (Green & Murphy, 2012; Ng, Stice, Yokum, & 

Bohon, 2011; Smeets, Weijzen, de Graaf, & Viergever, 2011), temperatures (Guest et al., 

2007), and viscosities of liquids (De Araujo & Rolls, 2004) all have been demonstrated to 

produce significantly different brain activity, currently, there has not been any analysis of 

whether variation in recipe, temperature pump speed, and tubing length across studies 

meaningfully affects the execution of the paradigm and thus, whether studies with non-

identical methods are comparable.  

Third, an additional reason for examination and strengthening of methods of this 

paradigm is the highly transient and diffuse nature of the brain activity in response to 

taste stimuli. Neural activity in response to a taste stimulus is observable using blood-

oxygen-level dependent contrasts approximately 2 seconds after receipt of a taste 

stimulus, with neural activity reaching a peak between 4 to 6 seconds, and returning 

towards baseline within 8 to 20 seconds (D'ardenne, McClure, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2008).  

The strength of this signal can vary based on whether an individual is fasted or satiated 

(Smeets et al., 2006), and to visualize this activity, region of interest analysis is 

frequently used (Green, Jacobson, Haase, & Murphy, 2015; Nolan-Poupart, Veldhuizen, 

Geha, & Small, 2013; Rudenga & Small, 2013; Volkow, Wang, & Baler, 2011). Thus, 
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while capturing taste response using fMRI is challenging, a precise understanding of how 

to account for any possible lag times will facilitate better data acquisition.  

Fourth, in the typical set up of this paradigm, the exact time the liquid reaches the 

participant is estimated rather than recorded. Study computers generate timing-files 

during this experiment, which report the time the trigger-pulse cued the semiautomatic 

pumps to infuse taste stimuli. These times are used to estimate when the participant 

received the taste stimulus (De Celis Alonso et al., 2007; Filbey, Ray, et al., 2008; Frank 

et al., 2008; Turner, Byblow, Stinear, & Gant, 2014). There has not been an examination 

of whether this is the best practice for identifying neural activation or whether there are 

methods factors that may influence the accuracy of this estimate.   

Finally, this paradigm entails synchronizing multiple elements to capture taste 

response in the brain. For example, semiautomatic pumps must be linked to computers 

running programs used to send trigger-pulses to the scanner, triggering the pumps to 

administer liquids in time with scanning, as well as display visual stimuli to the 

participant simultaneously (Haase et al., 2007). As previously stated, there is a brief 

window of several seconds to capture the peak hemodynamic response to taste, and even 

at peak activation, taste response is a diffuse signal. Thus, if variation in the equipment 

and setup (e.g. recipe of taste solution, length of tubing) meaningfully disrupts the 

synchronicity of the paradigm, this could adversely affect the acquired data.  

There is reason to hypothesize that a range of factors might influence the time of 

liquid delivery or that a combination of these factors might produce a cumulative effect. 

Outside of this paradigm, thicker, colder liquids, for example, move more slowly than 

thin, warm liquids. The rate of infusion, determined by the pump speed, may cause 
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denser liquids to compress and move slower than thinner liquids (Mezger, 2006; 

Ruktantichoke, 2011). Without published data examining these variables, there is no way 

to determine if estimating the time of liquid receipt using timing files is valid, whether 

there are methods factors that influence this timing, and if these estimates are not 

accurate, how this might impact the quality of the fMRI data acquired.  Furthermore, if 

any lag time is impactful, an understanding of how introducing a lag “correction” might 

be helpful in better capturing time of liquid receipt would be useful. 

1.2. The Present Study 

The present study addressed three basic questions about the methodology of 

liquid administration paradigms:  

(1) Is using the timing files generated by the study computer an accurate 

representation of when the taste stimulus reaches the participant, referred hereafter as the 

time of taste receipt? 

 (2) Does variation in the methods setup (differences in taste stimuli recipes, 

temperature, pump speed, and tubing length) meaningfully impact the time of taste 

receipt?  

(3) What impact does the estimated time of receipt based on timing files and 

actual taste stimulus receipt time have on first-level analysis of fMRI data?  

To examine these questions, we conducted three experiments. The first 

experiment was focused primarily on testing variations in taste stimuli recipes, the second 

was focused on testing tubing length, pump speed, and temperature, and the final 

experiment was focused on demonstrating the impact of using either estimated time of 
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receipt based on timing files or actual taste stimulus receipt time on first-level analysis of 

fMRI data. 

1.3. Experiment 1 

We used a setup for the liquid administration paradigm similar to that reported by 

Haase et al. (2007). We used both infrared detectors (IR) and video recording to capture 

time of taste stimulus receipt and compared the IR and video captured time of receipt to 

the timing file generated for each trial. We chose three different taste solutions, tasteless 

solution, chocolate milkshake, and chocolate milk, and varied the pump speeds. We 

chose to target primarily taste stimuli recipe using the published literature, selecting this 

variable because it often differed between studies or was inconsistently reported across 

the literature. The aim of this experiment was three-fold: to compare the recorded receipt 

time with the administration time, to compare receipt time when these methods variables 

differed, and for our exploratory aim, to compare the pragmatic aspects of using IR 

detectors to capture receipt times against video recording. We hypothesized that there 

may be a small but consistent lag time between the computer-generated timing file and 

the receipt time. We hypothesized that the macronutrient content (e.g., fat and sugar 

content) of the taste stimuli would impact the receipt time, such that, the shortest lag time 

between administration and receipt would be found when administering the tasteless 

solution, the lag time for chocolate milk would be comparable or slightly greater, and 

finally, the chocolate milkshake would have the greatest lag time. 

  In comparing the IR with the video recording, we sought to characterize each 

measurement system, determine whether there is agreement in the times captured by each 

method, and make recommendations for how liquid receipt can be most effectively and 
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efficiently measured. We included two methods of capture because although we are 

aware of unpublished studies by researchers using IR lag time measurements, using this 

measurement system is challenging. If we determine the video method is easier and 

produces similar measures, we would like to advise other researchers about the efficacy 

of the video method. 

1.3.1. Methods and Materials 

1.3.1.1. Taste Stimuli. 

Tasteless Solution. This is a neutral solution that simulates the pH of human 

saliva. The recipe consists of .839 grams potassium chloride and 0.1155 grams sodium 

bicarbonate dissolved in 1 liter of demineralized water (De Araujo, Kringelbach, Rolls, & 

McGlone, 2003; O'Doherty, Rolls, Francis, Bowtell, & McGlone, 2001).  

Chocolate Milkshake Taste. This taste solution is based on a recipe that appears 

frequently in the literature on eating disorders and anticipatory taste consumption 

(Bohon, Stice, & Spoor, 2009; Burger & Stice, 2011; Stice, Spoor, Bohon, & Small, 

2008). The recipe consists of ¼ cup of Haagen-Dazs Chocolate Ice Cream, 1.5 cups of 

Hershey’s 2% reduced fat chocolate milk, 2 tablespoons of Hershey’s chocolate syrup, 

and 1 tablespoon of powdered sugar. These ingredients were blended for ~5 minutes 

before being drawn into syringes for use. 

Chocolate Milk. We selected this additional taste stimulus because chocolate 

drinks also are frequently used in the literature (Van den Bosch et al., 2014; Waltz et al., 

2015). The recipe combines 192 ml of Yoo-hoo Chocolate Drink (Mott's LLP, 2013) with 

6 tablespoons of simple syrup (1:1 water and sugar). 

1.3.1.2. Equipment 
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Plastic Syringes. Taste stimuli were held in sterile Monoject 60 ml plastic 

syringes with luer-lock tips produced by Covidien, LLC. (Medtronic, 2017). 

Semiautomatic Pumps. Two BS-8000 Programmable Syringe Pumps by Braintree 

Scientific, Inc. were used in the infusion system. The pumps held the plastic syringes and 

were operated by the study computer through telephone cables. These pumps offer 

infusion speeds between 700 to 1705 ml/hr. (Braintree Scientific Inc., 2017). 

Teflon Tubing. The tubing used was 25 ft. Cole-Parmer PTFE Tubing with an 

inner diameter of 3.2 mm. This tubing is made from FDA-compliant resin with a low 

coefficient of friction and retains shape in temperature ranges of –240 to 260°C (Cole-

Parmer Instrument Company LLC., 2017). 

Modular Hose and Nozzles. The tubing was anchored to a loc-line modular hose 

system (Lockwood Products Inc., 2017) that is rigid but adjustable. The nozzles attached 

to the ends of the tubing were from sterile Acacia, Inc. Enteral Feeding Sets (Medline 

Industries Inc., 2016a). 

E-Prime 3.0. We created an experimental design comparable to those frequently 

used in the literature, using E-Prime 3.0 software (Chen et al., 2017; Haase et al., 2007; 

Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002; Stice, Spoor, Bohon, & Small, 2008). This was 

a mixed block and events-related design with six conditions: (1) chocolate milkshake 

picture, (2) water picture, (3) chocolate milkshake picture concurrent with milkshake 

taste, (4) water picture concurrent with tasteless solution, (5) chocolate milkshake taste, 

and (6) tasteless solution. It should be noted that when testing chocolate milk, with liquid 

was administer in place of chocolate milkshake in conditions 1, 3, and 5.  Between 

conditions, a crosshair was presented for a random period ranging from 2 to 10 s. During 
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each trial run, the software produced an ‘edat’ file which recorded the time, in seconds 

and milliseconds, when the signal was sent triggering the pumps to infuse.  

Infrared Detector. This is a two-component MK120 infrared light barrier 

(Velleman Inc., 2017) that includes a 9V 2.2” x 1.6” transmitter and 9V 3.9” x 2.0” 

receiver with a 13 ft. range. When both units are switched on and aligned to face each 

other, the transmitter emits an infrared beam that the receiver captures. If this beam is 

broken, the receiver emits an 85-decibel high-pitched tone. 

Microphone and Recording Software. An AKG Acoustic D 1000E dynamic 

microphone connected to BioLab Acquisition Software (Mind Ware Technologies Ltd., 

2017) was used to record sound wave oscillations during the IR measurement. This 

program produced a text file that displays the Hertz captured every millisecond of the 

trial, with Hertz ranging from 0 to peaks of 0.5. 

Video Camera and Software. The video camera, used to record when the liquid is 

administered during the paradigm was the built-in 720 pixel high definition camera of a 

MacBook Pro laptop. This recording system allowed for the capture of high-resolution 

images to be reviewed in slow motion in the program QuickTime (Apple Inc., 2017b). 

Stopwatch. The pre-installed stopwatch on the iPhone 6, which features a large, 

high contrast white on black display and records to the hundredth of seconds, was used 

during video recording (Apple Inc., 2017a). 

1.3.2. Procedure 

The taste stimuli were created at the time of each trial experiment and, when 

necessary, stored in a refrigerator to preserve freshness and manipulate temperature. 

Taste stimuli were used immediately or stored for a maximum of two days before being 
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used. The practice of making the taste solution shortly before use was intended to 

simulate the conditions of a liquid administration paradigm using fMRI.  

For external validity and the exploratory aims of this study described later, in 

Experiment 3, the methods setup simulated the conditions of the fMRI scanner as much 

as possible. That is, the semiautomatic pumps were placed at the elevation they were kept 

at during scanning so that the tubing would enter the wave guard easily, and the 

administration nozzle was kept at the same approximate height (133 cm) as when it is 

anchored on to the head coil in the scanner. Pumps were linked to a computer running the 

same experiments in E-Prime 3.0 as were used during the capture of the fMRI data (Chen 

et al., 2017). 

Infrared Detector (IR) Measurement. The IR signal and receiver units were placed 

directly under the nozzle where liquid was administered. The units were adjusted so that 

administration of drops of liquid broke the IR beam and set off a loud chirp from the IR 

(see Figure 1). These units were assembled by the research team using soldering irons. A 

microphone recorded the chirps in real-time. These chirp sound waves were captured 

using the microphone with BioLab Acquisition Software and then converted into 

quantitative files displaying the Hertz every millisecond.  The IR signal and receiver 

units, the liquid administration nozzle and the recoding microphone were located in one 

room.  The researchers, semiautomatic pumps, and taste solutions were in an adjacent 

room to minimize the capture of electronic or human background noise by the 

microphone. The liquids were pumped through tubing that passes between the two rooms. 

Trials were run in E-Prime 3.0, where liquids were administered at pseudorandom 

intervals. Prior to beginning, temperatures of the liquids were recorded. During these 
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trials, researchers also kept time using a stopwatch and marked the approximate time of 

the first chirp for every administration. At the end of the trial, three measures of timing 

were produced: one generated by E-Prime 3.0 (‘edat file’) that represents when the 

program triggered the semiautomatic pumps, one captured by the BioLab Acquisition 

Software that represents sound wave oscillations from the IR, and the manual recording 

of the chirps from the IR by a researcher. Coding of this paradigm first involved 

converting the sound wave files to quantitative data, and then reviewing the quantitative 

files utilizing the manual recording done by the researchers as a guide to identify the first 

sound peak of each administration. Administration time was reported in milliseconds. 

The ‘edat’ file times were then subtracted from the IR times to compute any lag time 

between administration and time of receipt. 

Video Measure. Set up for the video capture is a design by the author, developed 

to streamline the liquid receipt measurement. For this measure, the liquid administration 

equipment was placed in one room. The nozzle and computer screen displaying the visual 

stimuli were positioned so that these were in view of a high definition video camera (see 

Figure 2). Additionally, a stopwatch was placed in view of the camera. Prior to 

beginning, temperatures of the liquids were recorded. The video recording was started, 

the stopwatch was started, and then the trial in E-Prime 3.0 was triggered. The camera 

captured the entirety of the trial and this movie file was used for analysis. The ‘offset 

time’ (time between starting the stopwatch and starting the experiment) was first 

determined. The start of each liquid administration was identified using slow-motion 

review of the video and the time displayed on the stopwatch was recorded. The offset 

time was subtracted from each of these times to compute the exact time of liquid 
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administration based on when the program began. As with the IR measure, the ‘edat’ file 

times then were subtracted from the video times to compute any lag time between 

administration and time of receipt. 

Varying Target Elements. Using three different liquids allowed us to make 

comparisons between different recipes. We also varied the speeds of the semiautomatic 

pumps across trials, using 8 speeds ranging from 700 ml/hr to 1705 ml/hr. We completed 

9 trials for each liquid ensuring that we meet the minimum of 251administrations per 

liquid determined by an a priori power analysis. 

1.3.3. Data Analytic Plan 

We calculated a “lag time” variable by subtracting the edat file time from the time 

of receipt. This variable represented the period of time between the moment the pumps 

were triggered and the moment the liquid was administered, as measured by the IR 

detector and video. To answer the question of whether using the timing files generated by 

the study computer is an accurate representation of the time of taste receipt, when the 

taste stimulus reaches the participant, we used a one sample t-test to determine if the lag 

time variable for each taste stimulus was significantly different from a 0 second mean lag 

time. 

 To answer the question of whether recipes and measurement system (IR detector 

vs. video) were related to the lag time variable, we performed an ANCOVA with the lag 

time variable as the dependent measure, and measurement system and taste stimuli type 

(water, chocolate milkshake, and chocolate milk) as fixed factors. We used pump speed 

as a covariate. We included this as a covariate to be conservative in our analyses, given 

that there is no previous literature to suggest whether pump speed might be confounding 
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and because pump speed was significantly correlated with lag time, measurement system, 

and taste stimuli (see Table 1). 

1.3.4 Results 

 Table 2 displays the average lag times for each liquid overall and as measured by 

the IR and video system. All means and standard deviations reported in the text represent 

time in seconds. The lag time variable was inspected for normality. There were extreme 

outliers; however, to preserve external validity, these outliers were kept in the analyses 

because these outliers would not be detectable when running this paradigm with a 

participant. The distribution of these times was leptokurtic; however, given the very large 

sample size (N = 1152), we determined we could proceed with parametric testing. 

 Three one sample t-tests were conducted using the lag times for each of the taste 

stimuli. For all taste stimuli, the lag time variables were significantly different from a 0 

second mean. For tasteless solution, there was a significant difference with a medium 

effect size; t(385) = 6.30, p < .001, r = 0.31. For chocolate milkshake, there was a 

significant difference with a small effect size; t(449) = 46.07, p< .001, r = .091. For 

chocolate milk, there was a significant difference with a small to medium effect size; 

t(314) = 4.41, p< .001, r = 0.24. 

 An ANCOVA was executed, with the lag time variable as the dependent measure, 

measurement system and taste stimuli (tasteless solution, chocolate milkshake, and 

chocolate milk) as fixed factors, and pump speed as a covariate. The covariate pump 

speed was significantly related to lag time, F(1, 1034) = 14.16, p < .001. The effect size 

of this relationship was small, η2
partial = .014. After controlling for this covariate, liquid 

type was significantly related to lag time and this effect size was small, F(2, 1034) = 
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8.75, p < .001, η2
partial = .017, however, measurement system was not significantly related 

to lag time, F(1, 1035) = 0.70, p = .402, η2
partial = . 001. There was a significant 

interaction between taste stimuli and measurement system and this effect size was small, 

F(2, 1034) = 4.39, p = .013, η2
partial = .008. 

 Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons revealed that, when controlling for 

pump speed, tasteless solution lag time (M = 0.38, SD = 3.52) was significantly shorter 

than chocolate milkshake (M = 0.78, SD = 2.57, p < .001, r = 0.06), and chocolate milk 

(M = 0.41, SD = 2.06, p = .002, r = 0.01). There were no significant differences between 

the lag times of chocolate milkshake and chocolate milk (p = .99). 

 Additionally, bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons of the measurement 

system and taste stimuli interaction revealed the lag time of chocolate milkshake as 

measured by IR (M = 0.93, SD = 1.61) was significantly longer than the lag time as 

measured by video (M = 0.76, SD = 1.91, p = .023, r = 0.05). Also, the lag time of 

chocolate milk as measured by IR (M = 0.71, SD = 1.38) was significantly longer than the 

lag time as measured by video (M = 0.34, SD = 1.72, p = .041, r = 0.12). It is worth 

noting that although not statistically significant, the lag time of tasteless solution as 

measured by IR (M = 0.52, SD = 1.60) also was larger than the lag time as measured by 

video (M = 0.36, SD = 2.67) (see Figure 3). Table 3 compares the practical considerations 

in using the IR versus video to record time of receipt. The IR measurement system 

requires controlled testing conditions, trained experimenters monitoring testing, and 

specialized sound recording equipment. Conversely, the video measurement system does 

not require a controlled testing environment, an experiment does not need specialized 

training or monitoring to run these test, and, aside from the liquid administration 
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paradigm equipment needed for both measurement systems, the only additional 

equipment necessary is a camera and stopwatch. 

1.4. Experiment 2. 

We used a similar setup as the video measurement in Experiment 1, with only one 

taste stimulus, chocolate milkshake, and video recorded taste stimuli passing through 

three tubes over a finite length of 4 feet. The tubing was marked at every foot from 0 feet 

to 4 feet. This design was used to address the question of whether length of tubing and 

temperature might affect receipt time. Each of the three semiautomatic pumps was 

programmed at a different speed to also more directly probe the question of whether 

infusion rate might affect receipt time. The aim of this experiment was complementary to 

Experiment 1: further examining three methods variables, tubing length, temperature, and 

pump speed, which are inconsistently reported across the literature. We hypothesized that 

length of tube would have a cumulative effect, slowing the speed of the liquid as it passes 

through the tube, thus contributing to the observed difference between the administration 

time and receipt time. We also hypothesized that higher pump speed would minimize any 

lag time, whereas slower pump speed would produce greater lag time. Finally, we 

hypothesized that higher temperatures would move faster through the tubing whereas 

cold liquids would move more slowly. 

1.4.1. Methods and Materials. 

4.1.1. Taste Stimuli.  

For this experiment, we selected only one taste stimulus, chocolate milkshake 

(recipe described above). This was done to examine the effects of tube length, pump 

speed, and temperature in isolation. We selected chocolate milkshake because, as one of 
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the thickest liquids used in this paradigm, we suspected this taste stimulus would be the 

most susceptible to changes in pump speed or temperature, or issues with friction caused 

by longer tubing. 

4.1.2. Equipment.  

A similar set up was used with identical equipment, including plastic syringes 

(Medtronic, 2017), Teflon tubing (Cole-Parmer Instrument Company LLC., 2017), 

modular hose and nozzles (Medline Industries Inc., 2016b), all described in detail in 

Section 3.1.2.. Three BS-8000 Programmable Syringe Pumps by Braintree Scientific, Inc. 

were used, each programed at a different speed; 800 ml/hr, 1000 ml/hr, and 1705 ml/hr 

respectively (Braintree Scientific Inc., 2017). For this experiment, pumps were not 

connected to a study computer, but rather manually triggered to infuse 10 ml per trial. A 

rapid reading, food-safe digital thermometer was used to record temperature of liquids 

directly before trials (iTronics, 2017). Trials were video recorded using the same high 

definition camera and timed with the same stopwatch described above. Videos were 

reviewed in QuickTime (Apple Inc., 2017b). 

1.4.2. Procedure. 

 The same procedures were followed for creating and preserving the taste stimuli 

as described in Experiment 1. The researcher, semiautomatic pumps, and taste solutions 

were located in the same room. The Teflon tubing was positioned on a white background, 

marked with 1 ft. increments from 0 ft. to 4 ft. to better visualize the taste stimuli passing 

through the tubing (see Figure 4).  Additionally, 40 drops of green food coloring was 

added to half of the chocolate milkshake solution to facilitate visualizing the start of a 

new trial. The syringes containing either uncolored or colored chocolate milkshake were 
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rotated between trials, so that each tube at the start of each trial contained the opposite 

color from the previous trial. The entirety of the 25 ft. tubing was filled with chocolate 

milkshake before each trial began, to simulate fMRI experiment conditions and preserve 

external validity. 

 The temperature of each of the three taste solutions was recorded immediately 

before beginning each trial. All equipment was placed in view of the high definition 

camera. At the start of the trials, the stopwatch was started and then the pumps were 

manually triggered to administer 10 ml of chocolate milkshake. The chocolate milkshake 

was recorded passing through the tubing from 0 ft. to 4 ft. for every trial. Each video was 

reviewed in slow motion, and the stopwatch time at each foot mark was recorded.  

Varying Target Elements. We simulated potential conditions of running a liquid 

administration paradigm by removing taste solutions directly from the refrigerator for 

immediate use, allowing them to rest at room temperature for a brief time before use, and 

allowing them to warm to room temperature before use. There were 46 trials completed, 

for a total of 204 observations. 

1.4.3. Data Analytic Plan. 

We first calculated four “Starting Point” variables to represent the time taken for 

the liquid to travel through the tube from each Starting Point (e.g. 0 ft., 1 ft., etc.). To 

answer the question of whether tubing length, temperature, and pump speed impacts the 

time of receipt, we conducted a repeated measures ANCOVA with one within-subjects 

factor with four levels. Each level was one of the four calculated Starting Point variables. 

Pump speed was the between-subjects factor and temperature was the covariate. We used 

temperature as a covariate in this analysis so that we could both examine this relationship 
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of this variable with the Starting Point variables and examine pump speed in isolation. 

We used simple contrasts to further probe interactions between Starting Point and Pump 

Speed. 

1.4.4. Results. 

 Table 4 displays the descriptives for Starting Point times by pump speed. All 

means and standard deviations reported in the text represent time in seconds. A repeated 

measures ANCOVA was conducted. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of 

sphericity had been violated, χ2(5) = 11.12, p = .049, therefore degrees of freedom were 

corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε = .84). The results show 

that there was no significant difference between the factors of the Starting Point variable, 

F(2.53, 106.40) = 1.40, p = .250. There was a significant difference between times based 

on the speed of the pumps and the effect size was large, F(2, 42) = 3360.42, p < .001, 

η2
partial = .99. There was no significant interaction between the Starting Point variable and 

the covariate of temperature, F(2.53, 106.40) = 1.10, p = .348. There was a significant 

interaction between the Starting Point variable and Pump Speed, and this was a medium 

to large effect, F(5.07, 106.40) = 4.02, p = .002, η2
partial = .161.  

 Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons revealed that the average times for 

800 ml/hr speed (M = 5.59, SD = 0.17) were significantly longer than 1000 ml/hr (M = 

4.43, SD = 0.19; p < .001, r = 0.95), and 1705 ml/hr (M = 2.57, SD = 0.18; p < .001, r = 

0.99). The average times for 1000 ml/hr (M = 4.43, SD = 0.19) also were significantly 

longer than the times at 1705 ml/hr (M = 2.57, SD = 0.18; p < .001, r = 0.98). 

Additionally, bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons showed that when Pump Speed 

was at 1705 ml/hr, the time taken for chocolate milkshake to travel from Starting Point 0 
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to 1 (M = 2.67, SD = 0.14) was significantly greater than the time from Starting Point 1 to 

2 (M = 2.56, SD = 0.15; p = .035, r = 0.35), 2 to 3 (M = 2.53, SD = 0.14; p = .003, r = 

0.45), and 3 to 4 (M = 2.50, SD = 0.11; p < .001, r = 0.56). (see Figure 5)  

1.5. Experiment 3. 

In Experiment 3, we conducted exploratory analyses using existing fMRI data to 

address the question of whether using the time generated in the timing file by the study 

computer rather than the time of receipt meaningfully impacted first-level analyses. We 

randomly selected five participants who had previously completed a study described in 

(Chen et al., 2017), and using this fMRI data, compared first-level analysis run using the 

administration time and the receipt time. The aim of this experiment was to explore 

whether any variation found in Experiment 1 had potential to alter first-level analyses 

such that brain activation might appear different. Given that the hemodynamic curve of 

activation in response to taste allows for a window of approximately 2 to 3 seconds, we 

hypothesized that the presence of a lag time could meaningfully affect the perceived 

activation.  

1.5.1. Methods and Materials. 

 We assessed the effects of adding a lag time to assessment of the milkshake taste 

based on the findings from Experiment 1. We selected five participants’ data randomly 

from a prior larger study (see Chen et al. 2017 for details). Participants in this study 

completed a liquid administration paradigm identical to the setup used in Experiment 1. 

Comparison of adding a lag time based on a video method was compared to not adding a 

lag time in the first-level model contrast of BOLD signal examining the effect of 

milkshake taste. We selected the lag time captured by video method because, while we 
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found the two measurement systems to produce similar patterns of results, the IR detector 

systems produced systematically greater lag times. As we speculate in greater detail in 

the Discussion, this may represent a small (~0.16-0.37 seconds) but consistent period of 

time where the taste stimuli leaves the nozzle before it breaks the IR beam. Therefore, to 

avoid potentially introducing this systematic influence, we choice to use only the video 

method captured lag times. 

1.5.2. Data Analytic Plan. 

Data were preprocessed using SPM12 as outlined in Chen et al. (2017). Outlier 

timings were used to guide analysis. First, applying a field map, functional images were 

realigned and unwarped. Functional images were co-registered to high-resolution T1-

weighted images, then segmented and spatially normalized to standard Montreal 

Neurological Institute brain space and spatially smoothed using a three-dimensional 

Gaussian kernel of 6 x 6 x 5 mm full-width at half-maximum, resulting in a resampled in-

plane resolution of 3 x 3 x 3 mm voxels. We utilized Artifact Detection Tools 

(Neuroimaging Informatics Tools and Resources Clearinghouse) (Whitfield-Gabrieli & 

Nieto-Castanon, 2012) to create motion outlier and movement regressors for the first-

level analyses.  

For each of the five participants for the first level model, together with motion 

outlier and movement regressors, timings were entered for the presentation of the 

milkshake taste stimuli where the added lag time for milkshake taste to reach the mouth 

(0.763 second lag) was accounted for.  

These first level analyses were then repeated for each of the five participants, 

entering in the same motion outlier and movement regressors, but then entering in 
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timings for the milkshake taste condition, which did not account for the estimated lag 

time for milkshake taste to reach the mouth.  

These two sets of models were then estimated for each participant and the effect 

of milkshake taste alone examined as a contrast for each participant. An uncorrected p < 

.001 was used for each contrast. 

1.5.4. Results 

Figure 6 displays the brain regions found to increase in activity in response to 

chocolate milkshake for each participant without a lag time correction and with a lag time 

correction. Tables 5 through 9 detail the coordinate findings for these regions. 

When lag time was not corrected for, increased activity in response to milkshake 

taste was observable in 3 out of 5 participants. When a lag time correction was 

introduced, all 5 participants showed increased activity in response to the milkshake taste.  

1.6. Discussion 

In the current study, we conducted three experiments to answer questions about 

the methodology of the liquid administration paradigm used in fMRI research. These 

questions included whether the practice of using computer-generated times accurately 

represents the time of liquid receipt, whether any methods variables meaningfully 

influence the time of receipt, and whether imprecise synchronization of computer-

generated time and actual taste stimulus receipt time influences first-level analysis of 

fMRI data. Overall, our results suggest that the computer generated administration times 

do not accurately represent the time of receipt and that this difference between the two 

times is most associated with the type of taste solution used and the automatic pump 

speed. Overall, the temperature of the taste stimuli and length of tubing were not 
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significantly related to the time of receipt. Additionally, our fMRI analyses show that the 

variation in the methods setup can have a meaningful impact on first-level analyses. 

1.6.1 Experiment 1 

Using both measurement systems, we found significant lag times between the 

computer-generated times and the actual time of receipt for the taste stimuli; tasteless 

solution, chocolate milkshake, and chocolate milk. Moreover, the effect sizes of these lag 

times were:  small-medium for chocolate milk, medium for tasteless, and large for 

milkshake. Thus, the practice of using computer-generated times does not accurately 

represent the time of receipt. 

Additionally, we found significant differences between the average lag time for 

tasteless solution and the other taste stimuli. This finding was significant with a 

bonferroni-correction and supports the hypothesis that macronutrient content of taste 

stimuli may influence time of receipt. While tasteless solution contains a small amount of 

chemicals to simulate the taste of human saliva, there is no macronutrient content. 

Conversely, chocolate milk and chocolate milkshake have a high amount of 

carbohydrates and carbohydrates and fat, respectively. Thus, the recipe for taste stimuli, 

particularly if the recipe contains high carbohydrate or fat content, is an important factor 

to report and consider in the methods set up of this paradigm. 

Although there was no main effect difference in measurement system, there was a 

significant interaction in which the lag times captured by IR for chocolate milkshake and 

chocolate milk were significantly longer than the lag times captured for these taste 

stimuli using video. Both interactions, although statistically significant, had small effect 

sizes, and, although not statistically significant, tasteless solution appeared to have a 
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similar difference in average lag times. Overall, the IR measurement system captures the 

same pattern of lag times based on the taste stimulus used; however, these lag times 

appear to be systematically longer than the lag times captured by video measurement 

system by approximately 0.16 seconds to 0.37 seconds. The IR measurement system 

requires that the nozzle delivering the liquids is positioned directly above the infrared 

beam. Although this may be imperceptible during the collection of these data, there may 

be a brief period of time (e.g. 0.16 seconds to 0.37 seconds) in which the liquid leaves the 

nozzle before breaking the beam. By contrast, the video measurement system captures the 

exact time the liquid emerges from the nozzle. This has implications for using either 

measurement system to capture receipt time. Because both measurement systems produce 

the same patterns of results, both systems appear reliable and valid; however, when using 

the IR measurement system, it may be advisable to offset the acquired lag times by at 

least 0.16 seconds.  

From a pragmatic perspective, using the IR measurement system requires more 

testing space and more precise control of the testing conditions (e.g., controlling for 

ambient noise, ensuring the taste stimuli precisely break the IR beam), as well as a more 

extensive coding process (e.g., converting sound wave files into quantitative data and 

manually coding these large files). The video measurement system is not susceptible to 

ambient noise, requires minimal testing space, and the videos captured can be 

immediately coded. Therefore, although both measurement systems are valid, the video 

measurement system is an attractive alternative because of its economy and relative ease 

of use compared with the IR measurement system. 

1.6.2. Experiment 2 
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 Our data demonstrate that the speed of the taste stimulus does not diminish with 

increased tubing length. The Teflon tubing used in this study has a low coefficient of 

friction (0.04 µ), meaning that the length of tubing should not increase friction on the 

liquid passing through. Our results bear this out and demonstrate this model of tubing is 

unlikely to influence time of receipt. Other types of tubing used in this paradigm, such as 

polyethylene tubing, have slightly higher friction coefficients (0.2 µ); therefore, tubing 

length still may be influential depending on the material selected. In studies where Teflon 

tubing is not used, it may be important to assess the effect of the tubing material chosen. 

Additionally, the temperature of the chocolate milkshake was not significantly 

related to the time taken for the chocolate milkshake to travel through the tubing. We 

selected chocolate milkshake for Experiment 2 because changes in temperature would 

have the most profound effect on the viscosity of this taste stimulus compared with 

others, and therefore, if there was an effect of temperature, it would be most dramatically 

demonstrated using chocolate milkshake. However, variations in temperature did not 

affect how quickly or slowly the liquid traveled. Thus, temperature also does not appear 

to factor into the observed lag times in Experiment 1. 

By contrast, the period of time for the chocolate milkshake to travel through the 

tubes differed significantly, depending on the infusion speed of the pump. This was an 

extremely strong effect. These findings are also consistent with Experiment 1, where 

pump speed was a significant covariate in analysis of lag times. This finding is 

particularly applicable to strengthening and improving the reporting of methods in studies 

that utilize this paradigm. Whereas the make and model of the pumps are frequently 

described in published work, the infusion speeds are rarely reported. 
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There also was an interaction between Starting Point and pump speed, such that at 

the speed of 1705 ml/hr, the time taken from 0 ft. to 1 ft. was significantly longer than all 

other times. We can speculate that this represents the process of an inert liquid being 

pushed with greater velocity relative to the other pump speeds, and therefore, total time 

includes a small amount of time in which the liquid is compressed before reaching “top 

speed” (Batchelor, 2000).  If this is correct, then there are implications for using higher 

infusion speeds and thick taste solutions, where the researcher may have to correct for 

how this process may influence timing. However, we cannot confidently explain this 

finding without further study.  

Overall, the results of Experiment 2 are consistent with and extend the results of 

Experiment 1. Pump speed is influential in how quickly the taste stimulus moved through 

the tubing, whereas temperature and tubing length did not influence this process. 

Whereas tubing length and temperature of taste stimuli is occasionally reported in the 

literature, infusion rate is rarely reported. Our findings suggest that because this element 

of the methods setup may be particularly influential in time of receipt, it is important to 

report as it may affect whether study results can be effectively replicated.  

1.6.3. Experiment 3 

 The results of the fMRI analysis demonstrate that there is an effect on individual 

first-level analyses when using a correction for time of taste receipt informed by 

Experiment 1 compared with not using a correction. Without using a correction, at a p 

uncorrected .001 level, two out of the five subjects had null findings. By contrast, when 

adding a correction of 0.763 seconds, all five subjects had observable neural activity. 

Overall, these results demonstrate that the incorporation of a lag time correction informed 
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by the difference between time of administration and time of receipt may be beneficial in 

conducting first-level analyses of fMRI data using this paradigm. Additionally, although 

we did not attempt to demonstrate how use or absence of a lag time correction might 

affect group level analyses and conclusions about data, we can speculate using our results 

that use of a correction would affect group level analyses as well. 

 Although these results speak to the importance of understanding lag times when 

using this paradigm, this does not account for other data acquisition issues associated 

with this paradigm, such as head motion due to swallowing and a participant’s individual 

hedonic response to the type of taste chosen (e.g., strawberry milkshake may be preferred 

to chocolate milkshake). Therefore, although our results may help better identify activity 

in response to taste, these results do not explain why different areas of the brain may 

become active in response to the same taste across participants. 

1.6.4. Strengths 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the methods of the liquid 

administration paradigm. Because this area is unexplored, we acquired well-powered 

samples and used conservative statistical analysis. Our conservative approach is a 

strength. We also made efforts to report all methods in detail to allow independent 

replication of our results. Therefore, we hope that this study will encourage other 

researchers using this paradigm not only to share the methodological challenges they 

have experienced, but to give consideration to the role of these variables as they design 

and execute their studies.  

The study designs also closely simulate the conditions of an actual liquid 

administration paradigm, including maintaining the height of the nozzle exactly as it 
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would be in the scanner, and using taste stimuli that are commonly used in published 

literature. Moreover, we have made an attempt to report all relevant details about the 

makes and models of the equipment. In this way, we maintained a high degree of external 

validity, as well as allowed for replication studies related to our results. 

Finally, we developed a video measurement method to capture taste receipt time. 

When we compared the video method against the IR measurement method, we found the 

same pattern of results, suggesting these produce comparable data. This provides 

researchers with a less complicated method of measurement than IR, which can be used 

as a stand-alone method or as a backup to IR. Further, the video measurement method 

may be transferrable to other study paradigms.  

1.6.5. Limitations 

The overarching goal of this research was to illustrate that variation in methods 

setup may be important for any researcher using a similar paradigm to consider and 

report. We selected our equipment and taste stimuli to simulate methods setups 

commonly described in the literature, but testing using other equipment types (e.g., 

tubing of differing diameters, other brands of semiautomatic pump, other taste stimuli, 

etc.) reported in the literature is beyond the scope of this project. Due to this limitation, 

we are not able to estimate outcomes using different equipment; for example, we cannot 

estimate lag times associated with other taste stimuli or diameter of tubing, nor are we 

able to state whether temperature will be associated with lag time using other taste 

stimuli. Thus, the results of this study are not directly generalizable to differing setups. 

Additionally, although we were well powered to detect significant differences and 

effect sizes in the methods variables we examined, we used a very small sample of fMRI 
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data for Experiment 3. We chose to limit this sample to five individuals because our aim 

was to demonstrate the potential for our results to influence first-level analyses at the 

individual level, rather than to assess how this variation introduced during data 

acquisition might alter the conclusions from group-level analyses in fMRI studies. As 

such, we are not able to make statements about whether these factors could significantly 

influence group level analyses.  

1.6.6. Future Directions and Conclusion  

Our study raises issues that merit future research. As stated previously, our results 

cannot be generalized to liquid administration paradigms using other makes and models 

of equipment or taste stimuli. However, because our study demonstrates that methods 

variables can influence time of receipt, testing the same variables we targeted, but using 

different equipment is warranted.  

There are other methods factors beyond the ones targeted for this study that may 

also influence the timing of the liquid administration. For example, a number of different 

mouthpieces are described in the literature, including custom fitted mouthpieces and 

custom built gustometers (Veldhuizen, Bender, Constable, & Small, 2007). Diameter of 

tubing used also varies between studies, and may be influential in the timing of the liquid 

administration. Future studies should seek to evaluate the effect of these customized 

devices on liquid administration.  

Although temperature was not a significant factor influencing timing in this 

paradigm, it is worth noting that prior research supports the theory that temperature of 

liquids is important in how the brain responds to taste stimuli (Guest et al., 2007). Hence, 

whereas this did not influence the timing of taste receipt in our study, there is still 
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evidence that controlling the temperature of taste stimuli is advisable to maintain the 

integrity of the fMRI data.  

Like other areas of science, there is a strong awareness within neuroimaging 

research of the failure of studies to reproduce findings, despite similar experimental 

conditions (Poldrack et al., 2017). The liquid administration paradigm may be 

particularly difficult to reproduce as the many variations between studies in methods 

factors such as taste stimuli recipe, taste stimuli temperature, and pump speed, cannot be 

reported in publications due to limited space. In fact, this issue may explain incongruous 

fMRI findings between studies using the liquid administration paradigm. A future 

direction for the field and a path to remedying this issue is increased transparency and 

consistency in methods reporting, to avoid generalizing across studies with different 

methods.  

We hope this study will serve as a “proof of concept” that the practice of 

estimating liquid administration times from computer-generated files may not be 

accurate, that variation in methods setup may affect the timing in this paradigm, and that 

these differences in timing introduce variation in the fMRI data of individual participants. 

Moreover, we hope that this study will be useful to other researchers, in helping them 

build experiments with methods that are easily replicable. 
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CHAPTER 1: TABLES 

 
Table 1 
Spearman’s correlations Experiment 1 

 Lag time Liquid Speed Temp. Device 
Lag time 1 -.03 .07* 0.04 -.16** 
Liquid  1 .74** .08* .08** 
Speed   1 .12** .21** 
Temp.    1 -.25** 
Device     1 
Liquid = type of liquid (tasteless = 1, chocolate milkshake = 2, or chocolate milkshake = 
3); Speed = Pump speed; Temp. = Temperature of liquid at start of trial; Starting Point 1 
= time elapsed from 0 ft. to 1 ft.; Starting Point 2 = time elapsed from 1 ft. to 2 ft.; 
Starting Point 3 = time elapsed from 2 ft. to 3 ft.; Starting Point 4 = time elapsed from 3 
ft. to 4 ft.; * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); ** Correlation is 
significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
Table 2    
Lag time by liquid type 
Full data set N Mean (SD) in seconds Minimum Maximum 
Tasteless 386 0.45 (1.41) -5.61 5.38 
MS 450 0.84 (0.39) -0.47 4.36 
CM 315 0.41 (1.67) -6.72 9.23 

     IR n Mean (SD) in seconds Minimum Maximum 
Tasteless 101 0.71 (0.40) 0.05 3.69 
MS 72 1.27 (0.65) 0.08 3.09 
CM 60 0.71 (0.17) 0.44 1.35 

     Video n Mean (SD) in seconds Minimum Maximum 
Tasteless 285 0.36 (1.62) -5.61 5.38 
MS 378 0.76 (0.24) -0.47 4.36 
CM 255 0.34 (1.85) -6.72 9.23 
MS = chocolate milkshake, CM = chocolate milk, IR = Infared Detector Taste 
Measurement System, IR = Infrared Measurement System; Video = Video 
Measurement System 
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Table 3 
Pragmatic Comparison of IR and Video 

 
IR Detector Video  

Testing conditions 
Must be strictly controlled 
(e.g., dark room, quiet) 

Not affected by changes in 
testing conditions 

Training of Experimenter 

Requires knowledge of 
sound file conversions, 
operating recording 
software, and coding of 
sound files 

Requires knowledge of 
operating a video camera 
and reviewing a video 

Demand on Experimenter 
Required experimenter to be 
vigilant throughout testing Does not require observation 

Equipment Assembly 

IR detectors must be 
specially built for the 
experiment 

No equipment assembly 
necessary 

Cost of Equipment 

Requires additional cost of 
IR, sound recording 
equipment, and sound 
recording software 

Requires additional cost of 
camera and stopwatch 

IR = Infrared Measurement System; Video = Video Measurement System 
 
 
Table 4 
Mean (SD) in seconds of Starting Point Times by Pump Speed 
  0 ft to 1 ft 1 ft to 2 ft 2 ft to 3 ft  3 ft to 4 ft  

800 ml/hr 5.61 (0.17) 5.58 (0.13) 5.58 (0.15) 5.60 (0.12) 
1000 ml/hr 4.40 (0.15) 4.38 (0.22) 4.48 (0.17) 4.44 (0.13) 
1705 ml/hr 2.67 (0.11) 2.56 (0.07) 2.53 (0.05) 2.50 (0.08) 
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Regions associated with increased activity in response to milkshake taste for each 
participant without and with a lag time correction are displayed in Tables 3 through 7. 
 
For these tables, the critical threshold was p uncorrected < .001, Note: BA = Brodmann 
Area; x, y, z are in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates. Labels use the Automated 
Anatomical Labelling atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002), Jülich Histological Atlas 
(Eickhoff, Heim, Zilles, & Amunts, 2006; Eickhoff et al., 2007; Eickhoff et al., 2005) , 
and Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical strucutral atlases (Desikan et al., 2006; 
Frazier et al., 2005; Goldstein et al., 2007; Makris et al., 2006)  
 
Table 5 
Participant 1 
Without lag time correction 

      
peak peak 

  Side x y z BA k Z p 
Pars opercularis R 33 -1 30 44 1 3.095 0.001 
With lag time correction 

      
peak peak 

  Side x y z BA k Z p 
Middle occipital gyrus (AAL) R 33 -82 7.5  1 3.382 0.000 
Inferior parietal lobule (Area 7A) L -33 -61 60 

 
3 3.207 0.001 

 
Table 6         
Participant 2         
Without lag time correction         

No results 
With lag time correction 

      
peak peak 

  Side x y z BA k Z p 
Middle temporal pole  R 60 8 -15 21 6 3.752 0.000 
Superior temporal gyrus R 57 -43 20 13 4 3.288 0.001 
White matter corpus callosal body L -18 14 32.5  1 3.274 0.001 
Middle frontal gyrus R 21 26 40  2 3.265 0.001 
Cerebellum Crus2  L 0 -85 -22.5 

 
1 3.210 0.001 
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Table 7         
Participant  3         
Without lag time correction         

No results 
With lag time correction 

      
peak peak 

  Side x y z BA k Z p 
Fusiform Gyrus R 45 -37 -20   1 3.126 0.001 
 
Table 8         
Participant 4         
Without lag time correction 

      
peak peak 

 Side x y z BA k Z p 

Precuneus  R 15 -49 50  24 3.830 0.000 
Parietal Lobe R 18 -40 47.5   3.649 0.000 
Middle Temporal Gyrus  R 60 -28 -2.5  18 3.809 0.000 
Frontal pole  R 6 62 37.5  4 3.748 0.000 
Medial Frontal Gyrus L -15 68 -2.5  16 3.740 0.000 
Orbitofrontal cortex  L -24 65 -5 10  3.304 0.000 
Precuneus  L -3 -73 40  14 3.713 0.000 
 Precuneus  L -15 -58 52.5  5 3.705 0.000 
Corpus Callosum L -3 20 12.5  10 3.582 0.000 
Lateral Ventricle R 3 14 12.5   3.160 0.001 
Angular gyrus  R 36 -67 45 7 17 3.549 0.000 
Precentral Gyrus  L -33 -16 62.5  3 3.529 0.000 
Fusiform Gyrus  L -45 -46 -20 37 9 3.504 0.000 
Precuneus  L -27 -73 40 19 1 3.448 0.000 
Calcarine gyrus  L -6 -103 0 18 1 3.436 0.000 
Orbitofrontal cortex R 3 68 10 10 3 3.422 0.000 
Cerebellar Tonsil   R 36 -52 -40  3 3.403 0.000 
Inferior Frontal Gyrus   R 39 29 2.5  2 3.389 0.000 
Cerebelum Crus1  R 33 -79 -20  5 3.386 0.000 
Cerebral white matter  L -12 29 10  1 3.377 0.000 
Subgenual cingulate  L -6 17 -10 25 2 3.369 0.000 
Angular gyrus  L -45 -70 45  10 3.354 0.000 
Insula  L -36 -25 22.5 13 2 3.347 0.000 
Orbitofrontal cortex L -33 26 2.5 47 2 3.341 0.000 
Dorsal Posterior Cingulate Gyrus L -15 -43 37.5 31 6 3.332 0.000 
Middle Temporal Gyrus   L -54 -55 -2.5  2 3.310 0.000 
Precuneus  L -21 -82 45 7 2 3.297 0.000 
Cerebral white matter  R 39 -16 -12.5  2 3.260 0.001 
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Table 8, continued         
Without lag time correction        peak peak 
 Side x y z BA k Z p 

Cerebelum 9  R 12 -46 -40  1 3.246 0.001 
Cerebral white matter  R 6 71 -2.5  4 3.243 0.001 
Cerebral white matter  R 21 29 5  1 3.231 0.001 
Middle Frontal Gyrus    L -27 11 62.5  2 3.199 0.001 
Insula  R 33 32 5  1 3.183 0.001 
Precuneus  L -6 -64 60 7 3 3.179 0.001 
Precuneus   L 6 29 60 7 2 3.145 0.001 
Precentral Gyrus  L -21 -19 70  2 3.137 0.001 
Precuneus  R 0 -58 50  1 3.135 0.001 
Precuneus  R 3 -64 40 7 1 3.128 0.001 
Precentral Gyrus   R 42 -16 57.5 4 1 3.126 0.001 
Cerebellum  L -15 -55 -35  1 3.118 0.001 
Superior Parietal Lobule  L -33 -70 50 7 1 3.113 0.001 
Cerebellum 6  L -9 -73 -20  2 3.113 0.001 
Cerebral white matter  L -27 14 27.5  1 3.109 0.001 
Superior frontal gyrus L -12 29 65  1 3.105 0.001 
Area hIc1 (V1, V2) L -9 -106 2.5  1 3.100 0.001 
inferior temporal gyrus  L -48 -43 -10  1 3.094 0.001 
With lag time correction 

      
peak peak 

 Side x y z BA k Z p 
Paracentral lobule  R 15 -40 50 5 18 4.007 0.000 
Precuneus  R 9 -52 50 7  3.589 0.000 
Supramarginal Gyrus Angular  R 60 -49 35  9 3.916 0.000 
Precentral Gyrus   L -33 -16 62.5  7 3.772 0.000 
Precuneus  L -27 -73 40 19 9 3.746 0.000 
Corpus Callosum L -12 29 10  9 3.717 0.000 
Corpus Callosum L -3 23 10   3.596 0.000 
Superior Parietal Lobule R 36 -67 45 7 24 3.651 0.000 
Angular gyrus  R 45 -73 42.5   3.274 0.001 
Orbitofrontal cortex L -33 26 2.5 47 11 3.600 0.000 
Inferior Parietal Lobule  L -45 -70 42.5 39 27 3.534 0.000 
Superior Parietal Lobule  L -36 -70 47.5 7  3.156 0.001 
Cerebelum 6 R 36 -76 -20  5 3.488 0.000 
Precuneus  R 3 -64 40  22 3.449 0.000 
Precuneus  L -3 -73 40   3.385 0.000 
Middle Frontal Gyrus  L -24 14 62.5  4 3.448 0.000 
Corpus Callosum  L -9 17 20  1 3.396 0.000 
Rolandic Operculum  L -51 2 5  2 3.345 0.000 
Middle Temporal Gyrus  R 60 -28 -2.5  3 3.339 0.000 
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Table 8, continued         
Frontal pole  R 24 44 15  1 3.322 0.000 
 
With lag time correction 

      
peak peak 

 Side x y z BA k Z p 
Inferior temporal gyrus  L -48 -40 -10  3 3.295 0.000 
Cuneus L -18 -55 25  2 3.282 0.001 
Left superior frontal gyrus  -12 29 65  1 3.273 0.001 
Cerebral white matter  L -30 -43 25  1 3.263 0.001 
Cerebellum Crus1 R 42 -52 -37.5  1 3.238 0.001 
Orbitofrontal cortex R 3 68 10 10 1 3.238 0.001 
Calcarine sulcus  L -6 -103 0 18 3 3.234 0.001 
Medial Superior frontal gyrus  R 6 29 60 6 1 3.224 0.001 
Inferior parietal lobule  L -42 -55 52.5  1 3.223 0.001 
Lateral Ventricle  L 0 14 12.5  4 3.215 0.001 
Precuneus  L -12 -61 52.5 7 1 3.206 0.001 
Cerebelum Crus1  R 21 -88 -22.5 18 1 3.198 0.001 
Inferior frontal gyrus L -36 17 30  1 3.156 0.001 
Precuneus  L -6 -64 62.5 7 2 3.148 0.001 
Superior parietal lobule  L -15 -79 47.5  1 3.140 0.001 
 
 
Table 9         
Participant 5         
Without lag time correction 

      
peak peak 

  Side x y z BA k Z p 
Precentral gyrus L -6 -28 60 6 1 3.205 0.001 
 With lag time correction 

      
peak peak 

  Side x y z BA k Z p 
Paracentral Lobule L -6 -28 60 6 4 3.467 0.000 
Brainstem L -3 -28 -17.5 

 
1 3.094 0.001 
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CHAPTER 1: FIGURES 

 
Figure 1 
Infrared detector measurement system 

 
Experiment 1, infrared detector measurement system setup 
 
Figure 2 
Video measurement system 

 
Experiment 1, video measurement system setup 
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Figure 3 
 Infrared versus Video 

 
 
Figure 4 
Speed measurement system 

 
Experiment 2, Speed measurement system setup  
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Figure 5 
Pump Speeds by Starting Point 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 6, continued 
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Figure 6, continued  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW: EXAMINING METHODS REPRODUCIBILITY IN 

LIQUID TASTE ADMINISTRATION FMRI PARADIGMS 

2.1. Introduction 

Scientific interest in taste dates back to 600 B.C. in ancient Greece, when a 

physician named Alcmaeon theorized that the tongue was covered with tiny pores 

through which tastants passed to the sensorium. During this era, it was believed that the 

shape of food particles caused taste, such that sweet foods had spherical atoms that could 

pass pleasantly through the tongue pores and bitter foods had atoms with hooks that could 

snag the tongue (Bartoshuk, 2012). Not until Albrecht von Haller, a Swiss anatomist, first 

published his text, First Lines of Physiology, in 1786 was there a documented recognition 

that individuals may experience tastes differently depending on a plethora of factors. In 

his work, Von Haller noted age, temperament, and health status as factors that might alter 

taste perception (Von Haller, 1803).  

We now recognize the experience of taste as a complex process shaped by 

genetics, anatomy, biology, and psychophysiology (Bartoshuk, 2012). As such, research 

has progressed to utilizing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to understand 

how taste is represented in the brain. One of the paradigms created to examine taste in the 

brain is the liquid administration paradigm. The basic design of the taste paradigm, born 

from these early experiments, is to pump taste stimuli from syringes at specific temporal 

intervals to an individual lying supine in the scanner holding plastic tubing between the 

lips. The individual may be instructed to note a quality of the taste or associate the taste 

with a visual cue, and is most often cued to swallow after tasting the stimuli (Veldhuizen, 
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Douglas, Aschenbrenner, Gitelman, & Small, 2011). Most often, there is also a “rinse” to 

neutralize the taste stimuli (Rolls, Kellerhals, & Nichols, 2015). The paradigm design is 

often tailored to the research question posed. Moreover, participant training on this 

complex paradigm prior to scanning is becoming commonly practiced as concerns about 

head motion have been increasingly recognized (Bender, Veldhuizen, Meltzer, Gitelman, 

& Small, 2009). Improvements in screening participants also reflect consideration for the 

complexities of human gustation and undoubtedly increase the strength of results (Frank, 

Shott, Keffler, & Cornier, 2016; Jacobson, Green, & Murphy, 2010). However, given the 

relative novelty of fMRI technology, the methods for this paradigm are also very new.  

This review will first illustrate the rapid increase in use of this paradigm since its 

invention as well as the expansion of its use from exploration of basic taste perception in 

healthy individuals to answering difficult questions about eating disorders (Cowdrey, 

Park, Harmer, & McCabe, 2011; Monteleone et al., 2017), obesity (Stice & Yokum, 

2016), and drug addiction (Claus, Ewing, Filbey, Sabbineni, & Hutchison, 2011). 

Advantages of using this paradigm will be discussed, as well as promising future areas of 

study to which this paradigm may be applied. Practical and systemic limitations on the 

expansion of this paradigm also will be discussed. We then will characterize the methods 

of liquid administration paradigms using fMRI to study taste in humans. Other 

neuroimaging techniques, including positron emission tomography (DelParigi, Chen, 

Salbe, Reiman, & Tataranni, 2005), magnetoencephalography (Kobayakawa et al., 1996), 

and electroencephalogram (Mizoguchi, Kobayakawa, Saito, & Ogawa, 2002), have been 

applied in combination with related paradigms; however, each of these offers different 

methodological considerations. Moreover, there have been excellent examinations of 
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olfaction and flavor utilizing related paradigms during neuroimaging (Small & Prescott, 

2005). To present a focused examination, we will limit our review to only studies that 

have used fMRI to study taste perception. Finally, we will argue that, given the 

limitations we will review and the multitude of variables in this paradigm, there is great 

potential benefit in introducing reporting standards for this paradigm to improve the 

potential for methods reproducibility. To facilitate the further expansion of this paradigm 

as well as promote replication, we propose a series of specific methods variables as part 

of a reporting standards checklist that may be included in supplemental materials of 

future journal articles using this paradigm (See Appendix A).  

2.2. Growing Interest in Taste and fMRI. 

 Beginning from the mid-1990’s, the use of this paradigm has grown 

exponentially, with rates of publishing increasing from ~1 per year to ~15 per year.  

Here, we review the advantages of using this paradigm that may have contributed to this 

rapid rise in publications. We also suggest future directions and applications for this 

paradigm. We then review important limitations related to the set up and application of 

this paradigm that must be addressed to facilitate continued growth. These limitations 

primarily fall under the umbrella of issues inhibiting methods reproducibility, that is “the 

provision of enough detail about study procedures and data so the same procedures could, 

in theory or in actuality, be exactly repeated (Goodman, Fanelli, & Ioannidis, 2016).” 

Inconsistent methodology or inconsistent reporting of any area of scientific inquiry 

means the level of detail necessary to replicate the data collection process is not possible. 

Thus, we believe the limitations of liquid administration paradigms can largely be 

addressed through reporting standards, which will be discussed in Section 4. 
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 2.2.1 Advantages. This paradigm enables researchers to study taste response in 

the human brain in real-time. In animal and human literature, pleasant tastes long have 

been regarded as inherently rewarding (Bartoshuk, 2012). As such, this paradigm has 

primarily been applied to examine neural reward circuitry of different populations 

including healthy individuals (J. P. O'Doherty, Deichmann, Critchley, & Dolan, 2002), 

eating disorder samples (Cowdrey et al., 2011; Frank et al., 2006; Oberndorfer et al., 

2013; Vocks, Herpertz, Rosenberger, Senf, & Gizewski, 2011), individuals of differing 

weight classes (Green, Jacobson, Haase, & Murphy, 2015; Stice & Yokum, 2016), 

individuals of varying levels of satiety (van Rijn, de Graaf, & Smeets, 2015; Vocks et al., 

2011), and marketing studies where top-down information has been shown to alter 

reward response (Ng, Stice, Yokum, & Bohon, 2011; Plassmann, O'Doherty, Shiv, & 

Rangel, 2008). There has been a slow expansion in using this paradigm to study other 

clinical disorders where reward response is theorized to be an important etiological 

component, including individuals with alcohol use disorder (Blaine, Claus, Harlaar, & 

Hutchison, 2013; Claus et al., 2011), clinical depression samples (McCabe, Cowen, & 

Harmer, 2009; Rzepa, Fisk, & McCabe, 2017), and individuals with schizophrenia (Waltz 

et al., 2015).  If the methods of this paradigm could be made more easily accessible to 

research groups new to running this type of experiment, this paradigm could then be 

applied to examining other clinical disorders where reward response is central. 

 Similarly to pleasant taste solutions, bitter taste solutions used in this paradigm 

offer researchers the opportunity to study neural response to aversive stimuli in real-time.  

Use of aversive stimuli in this paradigm has been applied in connection with 

examinations of healthy individuals (J. O'Doherty, Rolls, Francis, Bowtell, & McGlone, 
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2001), the effect of pharmaceuticals on taste (McCabe, Mishor, Cowen, & Harmer, 

2010), and anorexia nervosa (Monteleone et al., 2017). Sensitivity to punishment and 

conditioned aversion, like reward sensitivity, are traits that may be latent and relevant in 

many disorders (e.g., anxiety disorders and obsessive compulsive disorder) (Fullana et 

al., 2004; Reiss, 1991). There is untapped potential for this paradigm to be used to 

contribute to our understanding of these concepts in future research. 

 Other untapped applications for this paradigm include explorations of disgust and 

longitudinal changes in taste response. A link between the physical experience of disgust 

and the emotional experience of disgust has been proposed, and, in fact, the insula, a 

critical brain region associated with gustation, is implicated in the emotional experience 

of disgust (Wicker et al., 2003). Disgust, both emotional and physical, is recognized as an 

experience so powerful it can trigger one-trial learning (i.e., as with food poisoning) 

(Rozin, 1986). Sensitivity to disgust plays an important role in the maintenance of 

obsessive-compulsive disorder (Sprengelmeyer et al., 1997), may be aberrant in other 

disorders such as substance use disorder (Arlt et al., 2013; Ersche et al., 2014), and is 

believed to inform moral judgments, which may factor importantly in eating disorders 

(Olatunji & McKay, 2009), body dysmorphia (Neziroglu, Hickey, & McKay, 2010), and 

weight stigma (Lieberman, Tybur, & Latner, 2012). Work by Haidt (2001) even has 

connected disgust sensitivity with political orientation. Thus, disgust is a powerfully 

motivating and far-reaching experience meriting further multi-modal research.  

  Longitudinal changes in taste response and sensitivity also are under explored. 

Some behavioral studies have examined longitudinal changes to taste after bariatric 

surgery (Miras & le Roux, 2010) or recovery from eating disorders (Frank et al., 2003; 
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Frank et al., 2006); however, very few have examined changes in neural response to 

palatable tastes before and after an intervention (Chen et al., 2017). Such research, 

though challenging to conduct, demonstrates both neural changes in response to 

interventions and provides insight into how differences in brain activity may predict 

success in a given intervention.  

 In sum, this paradigm may be usefully applied to many different research 

questions and populations as it offers the potential to assess core mechanisms related to 

many human behaviors and disorders. Improved reporting of methods and enhanced 

standardization will make this paradigm accessible to those who wish to pursue these 

questions. 

 2.2.2 Limitations. The complexity of setting up and storing of equipment for this 

paradigm, and screening of participants alone present major methodological hurdles 

researchers must navigate. There is also the financial cost associated with using this 

paradigm in an experiment and a great amount of intra-lab specialized knowledge, which 

may dissuade new researchers from attempting to use this design. Finally, this paradigm, 

like many other frequently used flexible fMRI paradigms, may be subject to the stimuli-

as-fixed-effect fallacy. That is, the stimulus, the taste solution used, is assumed to be 

unvarying across studies when using inferential statistics to analyze data. However, 

through this review, we will illustrate that there is a large amount of variation in the taste 

solutions used and how these are administered. This variation in the set up of the 

paradigm and in reporting of methods for this paradigm therefore makes determining 

generalizability to populations and comparability to other studies difficult to determine. 
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 This paradigm entails synchronizing a large number of factors. For example, 

semiautomatic pumps must be linked to the computer running the program used to send 

trigger pulses to the scanner, trigger the pumps to administer liquids, and display visual 

stimuli to the participant at exact time intervals (Haase, Cerf-Ducastel, Buracas, & 

Murphy, 2007). This requires a proficiency in coding for the purposes of this program, as 

the program must simultaneously and accurately coordinate all of these functions. It also 

may entail a significant amount of piloting to ensure all these factors are synchronized 

and run as planned. The paradigm data, a hemodynamic response to the taste solution that 

occurs within seconds, hinges critically on the assumption that the program has 

coordinated these functions precisely (De Araujo & Rolls, 2004; Nakamura et al., 2012). 

This level of complexity and piloting may be daunting; therefore in Section 4, we 

propose a reporting checklist that also may be used as a guide in attending to and 

organizing the methods of this paradigm. 

 Creation and storage of the taste solutions is also a methodological challenge. If 

taste solutions being used are not commercially available (e.g., fruit juice), these 

solutions must be created (K. J. Rudenga & Small, 2013). There has to be homogeneity 

of taste solution across participants, and maintaining this may require specialized 

equipment for precise measurements (e.g., dissolving a finite amount of MSG in a precise 

amount of deionized water to achieve the desired molarity) (Iannilli, Singh, Schuster, 

Gerber, & Hummel, 2012). Taste stimuli also are perishable, and therefore, must be 

created or secured before scanning occurs and, if necessary, stored in such a way to 

preserve freshness and prevent taste change (e.g. Plassmann et al. (2008) storage of 

wine).  
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 Related to the challenges of creating and storing taste stimuli is the screening of 

participants. Assessing for normal taste and olfaction also requires specialized 

instruments. Fortunately, advancements in chemical sensory research have produced 

standardized gustatory (Coldwell et al., 2013) and olfaction (Hummel, Kobal, Gudziol, & 

Mackay-Sim, 2007) assessment instruments, with administration protocols and normative 

data on these instruments. This should enable improved screening of participants for 

normal taste perception, though these screening measures are also perishable and add 

additional expense to an experiment. 

The cost of completing an experiment using this paradigm is another limitation to 

expanding its use. MRI scanning is inherently expensive, carrying a minimum cost of 

$1,000 to $1,500 at a large university and more at medical centers (Bell, 1996). Each 

semiautomatic pump costs an average of $1,500 (Braintree Scientific Inc., 2017), thus 

purchasing the equipment for administering four taste solutions and one rinse costs 

$7,500. The license for a computer program, such as E-Prime 3.0, to coordinate the 

pumps, trigger pulses to the scanner, and any visual stimuli costs ~$1,000 (Psychology 

Software Tools Inc., 2017). A custom-made gustometer manifold costs ~$3,000 (Small, 

2015). Food-grade tubing for these experiments also costs ~$100 (Thomas Scientific Inc., 

2017). Totaling these methodological expenses for a hypothetical study using this 

paradigm, scanning 15 participants, using four taste solutions, would cost $31,000. This 

is not inclusive of the cost of an experienced MRI technician to optimize scanning, which 

may be necessary, the cost of creating and replenishing the taste solutions, and 

recruitment, screening, and compensation costs for participants. Ensuring the methods of 

this paradigm are tightly controlled can prevent wasting of funds. 
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Perhaps due to all the other challenges described above, the majority of 

publications using this paradigm feature at least one of only seven groups of researchers 

(see Figures 7 and 8). This limited pool suggests there may be intra-lab knowledge about 

this paradigm that is untapped. Such knowledge would be valuable to other research 

groups attempting to independently replicate, expand on, or innovate past experiments.  

As Everett and Earp (2015) note in their review of the “replication crisis” in psychology, 

there are a number of systemic factors that may contribute to the insular nature of authors 

publishing on any paradigm; however, one step that can be taken in remedying this crisis 

is to make replication easier by making reporting methods transparent, standardized, and 

more extensive. This will be further discussed in Section 4. 

Finally, while the flexibility of this paradigm is a strength, the variation in 

methods that arises from this flexibility presents a significant issue in the analysis of the 

data. The statistical techniques used to analyze the data acquired from this paradigm are 

almost invariably inferential statistics. To generalize to a population, inferential statistics 

require that the population is accurately represented by the sample and that the stimuli are 

unchanging (Westfall, Nichols, & Yarkoni, 2016). It is very likely that many of the 

experiments using this paradigm meet neither assumption. Sample sizes for these studies 

often range from only 10 to 20 participants per group (Frank et al., 2003; Grabenhorst & 

Rolls, 2010; Small et al., 2003). Moreover, without transparency and consistency in 

reporting, there is no way to determine whether the stimuli in these experiments were 

exactly the same across studies or even across participants. As we will illustrate in 

Section 3, there are numerous opportunities for variation in the actual stimuli to be 

introduced intentionally or accidentally. This variation has far reaching implications 
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because, taken to the extreme, as Westfall et al. (2016) note in a study addressing this 

stimuli-as-fixed-fallacy with Bayesian mixed modeling, “Strictly speaking, the p-values 

(or other inferential statistics) reported in the entire fMRI literature to date are valid only 

for the exact stimuli used in each study.” To address this limitation, the “exact stimuli” 

used in this paradigm must be thoroughly described. Without doing so, generalizations 

about how taste is represented in the brain cannot be confidently made.  

These limitations largely can be addressed through transparent, consistent, and 

exact reporting of methods. Communicating the details of paradigm equipment and set 

up, taste solution recipe and qualities, and measures to screen participants will allow 

researchers new to this paradigm to utilize it with the benefit of the prior knowledge of 

researchers experienced in the use of the paradigm. It will also facilitate more accurate 

judgments about the conclusions drawn from the results and what generalizations are 

appropriate based on the results (Goodman et al., 2016).  

We would like to emphasize at this juncture that, though full transparency is the 

ideal that undoubtedly researchers strived for, the shear number of methodological 

variables in this paradigm makes tracking and reporting every element a challenge. In 

many cases, it is likely impossible to report all details in publications due to word limits. 

In Section 3, we characterize and illustrate these variables to make this more apparent.  

2.3. The Paradigm 

The earliest uses of this paradigm began with chemical sensory neuroimaging 

research in an attempt to understand the basic mechanisms of human gustation in the 

brain and whether these agreed with prior pre-clinical research. These studies 

administered solutions while imaging the brain’s response to sweet, salty, bitter, sour, and 
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umami taste stimuli (Cerf, Faurion, Mac Leod, Van de Moortele, & LeBihan, 1996; 

Faurion, Cerf, Le Bihan, & Pilliasa, 1998). Subsequent iterations have examined 

anticipatory consumption of pleasant and unpleasant tastes (Stice & Yokum, 2016), taste 

response as a predictor for other behavioral measures (Valentin & O'Doherty, 2009), taste 

response as a marker of recovery (Cowdrey et al., 2011), and how taste is influenced by 

“top-down” processes (Plassmann et al., 2008). Here, we examine the multiplicities of 

each of the aforementioned variables; the taste stimuli and rinse chosen, instruments used 

to deliver the liquids, tubing, syringes and any mouthpiece used, prior instructions or 

visual cues to participants, timing of liquid administration during the paradigm, any prior 

training given to participants, and participant selection and screening procedures.  

2.3.1 Taste Stimuli and Rinse. There are five basic tastes, sweet, bitter, salty, sour, 

and umami, the biological function of which is to signal the safety and nutritional value 

of food being consumed. A food that is too sour (e.g., spoiled milk) or very bitter (e.g., 

leafy vegetables) may signal the food is rotten or contains harmful toxins. Similarly, a 

food that is too salty may signal dangerous levels of sodium that can cause poisoning.  

Naturally occurring sweet tastes signal caloric density. Similarly, umami, a meaty taste, 

may signal nutritional density in savory foods. Interlocked with the biological function of 

these tastes is the psychological experience of the taste. Whether a taste is pleasant or 

aversive is often closely related to whether the food is calorically dense (e.g., ice cream) 

and nutritionally valuable (e.g., salmon fillet) or potentially harmful (e.g., purer 

concentrations of ethanol) (Purves et al., 2001). 

This hedonic response is frequently the focus of fMRI study. Sweet tastes are 

presumed to be pleasant, whereas bitter tastes are presumed to be aversive (Bernstein & 
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Webster, 1980; Drewnowski & Greenwood, 1983). The hedonic value of salty taste is 

sometimes presumed to be aversive, although there is mixed discussion about this, and 

the concentration of saltiness as well as any accompanying sensations (i.e., fat taste) may 

be important in determining hedonic value (Mattes, 2005). There appears to be individual 

variation in response to sour and umami tastes, such that these tastes are often confined to 

gustatory research rather than food-reward research (Nakamura et al., 2011). Here, we 

describe the various taste stimuli and rinses that have been used for each of the five tastes 

as well as summarize additional related sensations, such as temperature of taste solution, 

that have been examined. 

3.1.1. Sweet Taste Stimuli. The most commonly used sweet taste stimuli in liquid 

administration paradigms are glucose or sucrose, carbohydrates that can be extracted 

from cane, milk, or beet sugars (J. O'Doherty et al., 2001). The taste stimulus is diluted in 

deionized water to create a taste solution. The molarity of the sucrose or glucose may be 

adjusted (K. J. Rudenga & Small, 2013) or based on behavioral experiments prior to 

scanning where a participant confirms sweet taste is pleasant (Haase et al., 2007).  

Another commonly used sweet taste stimulus is chocolate milk or chocolate 

milkshake. These solutions have been used to examine taste response to ‘highly 

palatable’ foods. The chocolate milkshake (Stice, Spoor, Bohon, Veldhuizen, & Small, 

2008) combines intense sweetness with fattiness and coolness, other sensations detectable 

by the human tongue, thereby producing a highly rewarding taste. Whereas some studies 

consistently report the recipe for this solution (Stice, Burger, & Yokum, 2013) or the 

brand of chocolate milk used (Nolan-Poupart, Veldhuizen, Geha, & Small, 2013), others 
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do not, therefore there may be variability in the fat and sugar content of solutions used 

across studies. 

Artificial sweeteners, including aspartame, sucralose, and saccharine, also have 

been used as sweet solutions (Frank et al., 2008; K. Rudenga & Small, 2012; Smeets, 

Weijzen, de Graaf, & Viergever, 2011; Veldhuizen, Nachtigal, Flammer, de Araujo, & 

Small, 2013). Of note, Frank et al. (2008) compared sucrose and sucralose, noting that 

although participants’ self-reported perception of these two sweet tastes did not differ, the 

brain showed differential activation, with sucrose activating dopaminergic midbrain 

areas that sucralose did not. This raises the important consideration that using low or no-

calorie sweeteners may not be equivalent to using full calorie sweeteners, and thus, 

studies using different sweeteners may not be comparable. 

Several studies have used fruit juice, including apple, peach, blackcurrant, and 

litchi juice as sweet, rewarding tastes (D'ardenne, McClure, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2008; 

Filbey et al., 2008; Simmons et al., 2013; Spetter, de Graaf, Viergever, & Smeets, 2012; 

van Rijn, de Graaf, & Smeets, 2017). Many fruit juices contain an artificially high 

fructose concentration, thus making them highly rewarding similar to chocolate 

milkshake. Sugar content in different types of juices can range from 9 grams (8 oz. of 

Zico (2016)) to 29.5 grams (8 oz. of Dole Packaged Foods LLC (2017) pineapple juice) 

as well as vary between brands of the same type of juice; Welch’s (2015) Apple Juice 

contains 39 grams per 8 oz., whereas Tropicana Products Inc. (2017) Apple Juice 

contains 25 grams per 8 oz.. Replication and comparison of these studies with other 

examinations of sweet taste is difficult because the brands of juice and sugar content have 

not been consistently reported. 
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Finally, Burger and Stice (2014b); Green and Murphy (2012), McClure et al. 

(2004), and Smeets et al. (2011) examined response to different popular sodas. Sodas can 

be decarbonated to control for any sour taste perception that might be introduced, as well 

as confounds that might be introduced from irregular carbonation across participants 

(McClure et al., 2004). Uses of different sodas are subject to similar methodological 

considerations as juices, where brand should always be reported because sugar content 

varies. Additionally, familiarity with the soda may be a relevant measure to capture 

(Burger & Stice, 2014b). 

3.1.2. Bitter Taste Stimuli. More intense experience of bitter tastes has been 

linked to heightened taste perception overall. How intense bitterness is perceived is 

related to an individual’s genetics, and it should be noted that there is considerable 

variation across different ethnicities and across sexes (Coldwell et al., 2013). Strong 

bitter taste presented in isolation is also considered to be highly aversive. Compounds in 

bitter foods, quinine (found in tonic water) and caffeine (found in coffee), have been used 

to examine overall taste perception as well as taste perception of aversive stimuli (B Cerf-

Ducastel, Haase, & Murphy, 2012; Jabbi, Swart, & Keysers, 2007). As with sucrose, 

quinine and caffeine are diluted in demineralized water to achieve the desired 

concentration as well as limit head motion as a result of exposure to an aversive taste. 

Screening individuals for normative taste perception can help control for variation in how 

intensely individuals experience these tastes (Barbara Cerf-Ducastel, Van de Moortele, 

MacLeod, Le Bihan, & Faurion, 2001). This will be discussed more extensively in 

Section 3.7. 
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Other studies have used various forms of alcohol in this paradigm (Filbey et al., 

2008; Frost et al., 2015; Plassmann et al., 2008). As with quinine and caffeine, depending 

on an individual’s genetics, alcohol can be perceived as more or less bitter, therefore 

behavioral tests prior to scanning are wise. Additional considerations for use of alcohol 

include oxidation and intoxication over the course of the paradigm. For example, 

Plassmann et al. (2008) report on procedures to minimize oxidation of the red wine used, 

such as using a special corking system and keeping the tubes free of air.  Reporting the 

total amount of alcohol ingested and over what time period may be relevant as there is a 

risk of confounding examinations of taste with effects of intoxication. 

2.3.1.3. Sour Taste Stimuli. Citric acid is a naturally occurring tricarboxylic acid 

found in fruits and can be diluted to produce a sour taste stimulus. In a diluted state, citric 

acid is not considered highly aversive, however, higher concentrations of citric acid, 

including diluted lemon juice have been used as “strong taste stimuli” (Smits, Peeters, 

Van Hecke, & Sunaert, 2007).  

2.3.1.4. Salty Taste Stimuli. Typically sodium chloride is used as a salty taste 

stimulus, and as with sucrose, quinine, citric acid, and caffeine, the taste stimulus is 

diluted to the desired concentration (Cerf et al., 1996; Faurion et al., 1998). Although 

sodium chloride diluted sufficiently has not been categorized in the literature as highly 

aversive, it is also not considered highly pleasant. By contrast, tomato juice has been used 

as a taste stimulus that is both salty and pleasant (Kringelbach, O’Doherty, Rolls, & 

Andrews, 2003 ; Smeets et al., 2011; Spetter et al., 2012), though it is important to note 

that tomato juice also contains umami taste, which presented with sodium, is considered 

pleasant. Again, reporting the brand of tomato juice used can enhance replication efforts, 
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considering variation in sodium content based on brand (e.g., Campbell’s Tomato Juice 

contains 980 mg per serving versus V8 contains 690 mg per serving (Campbell Soup 

Company, 2016). 

2.3.1.5. Umami Taste Stimuli. Various concentrations of monosodium glutamate  

(MSG), diluted in deionized water, have been used to examine umami taste response, and 

interest in this taste is increasing as evidence suggests that umami may be a key 

component of palatable savory foods (De Araujo, Kringelbach, Rolls, & Hobden, 2003; 

Goto et al., 2016; Nakamura et al., 2011).  

2.3.1.6. Additional Related Sensations. There are a limited number of studies that 

specifically target other sensations detectable by the tongue. These encompass 

examinations of fat perception, oral viscosity, and solution temperature. Rapeseed or 

other vegetable oils have been used to examine fatty taste response. As with the use of 

commercially available sweet and salty taste solutions, reporting brands of oil used is 

important for replication. 

Related to fat perception is oral viscosity, which may be created by the presence 

of triglycerides, cellulose gum, or other thickening agents. De Araujo and Rolls (2004) 

and De Celis Alonso et al. De Celis Alonso et al. (2007) have examined oral viscosity. 

De Celis Alonso et al. (2007) note the additional methodological considerations working 

with highly viscose fluids introduces, “No pump system was available that was capable 

of creating the forces required to pump this viscous solution the long distance into the 

magnet hall.” Viscosity is also strongly, inversely related to temperature. For certain 

fluids, a decrease of only 1°C can increase viscosity by 10% (Mezger, 2006). Given this 

close relationship and the methodological variation delivering higher viscose liquids may 
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introduce, reporting either the exact temperature or viscosity of taste solutions will enable 

more accurate replication.  

Guest et al. (2007) performed the only experiment specifically focused on oral 

temperature perception, using a non-magnetic liquid heating and cooling chamber to 

deliver 5°C, 20°C, and 50°C liquids. This temperature control device, described in detail 

in Guest et al. (2007), was custom built for the study team, explaining why this device is 

not more widely used. However, their findings suggest the perceived pleasantness of a 

liquid is influenced by oral temperature, drawing attention to the importance of liquid 

temperature, which is rarely reported in detail in the literature.  

2.3.1.7. Rinse. A rinse solution is presented after the taste stimulus in order to 

neutralize the preceeding taste and prepare the individual for the subsequent taste. Using 

a rinse allows for the examination of multiple tastes while minimizing risk of cross-

contamination or confounding effects of aftertaste (J. O'Doherty et al., 2001). The most 

frequently used rinse solutions are saliva analogues (e.g. 25 mM KCl and 2.5 mM 

NaHCO3) and deionized water. Both are considered to have neutral or no taste. Use of 

these rinses also allows for the subtraction of activation to a tasteless liquid, thereby 

isolating activation to the taste (Grabenhorst & Rolls, 2010). 

2.3.2. Delivery Instruments. The primary instruments used to deliver liquids into 

the fMRI scanner have been manual and semiautomatic infusion pumps. The earliest uses 

of this paradigm relied on a research assistant using syringes filled with taste stimulus to 

manually pump these to the participant at cued temporal intervals (Cerf et al., 1996). This 

methodology was quickly converted to use of semiautomatic infusion pumps (e.g. BS-

8000 1010 Programmable Syringe Pump by Braintree Scientific, Inc., Braintree, MA), 
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eliminating confounds introduced by human error in pump operation (Haase et al., 2007). 

These semiautomatic pumps can operate as stand alone units, but are most often linked 

with a computer through telephone cables. The computer runs a program, such as E-

Prime or MatLab, which sends signals to the pumps and also receive trigger pulses from 

the MRI scanner. The delivery system overall represents a complex synchronization of 

taste administration, scanning, and any visual stimuli (Frank et al., 2003; Haase et al., 

2007; Smits et al., 2007).  

Importantly, these pumps offer multiple features including infusion and 

withdrawal at programmable speeds and dispensing set volumes of taste solution. 

Volumes of taste solution using this paradigm range from .1 mL to 5 mL, but are 

typically between .5 mL and 1 mL (e.g. BS-8000 1010 Programmable Syringe Pump by 

Braintree Scientific, Inc., Braintree, MA). Infusion speed and any use of withdrawal 

settings are not typically reported in the literature; however, some studies do report rate 

of infusion, though these are frequently constant liquid flow designs (Kami et al., 2008). 

Reporting pump speed in addition to volume dispensed would enable more accurate 

replication and control of study conditions. 

2.3.3. Tubing, Syringes, and Mouthpieces. Variants of this paradigm use food-

safe tubes of various plastics and lengths, connect from syringes held by the study pumps 

and lead to the participants, who are sometimes fitted with a specialized mouthpiece.  

2.3.3.1. Tubing and Syringes. There is little variation in the type of tubing used in 

the history of this paradigm. Tubes selected are almost always Teflon, Tygon, or 

polyethlyne (Thomas Scientific Inc., 2017). There is more variability in the length and 

diameter of the tubing as well as whether this is reported in the study Methods. Length of 
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tubing, when it is reported, ranges from 1 m (De Araujo, Kringelbach, Rolls, & McGlone, 

2003) to 10 m (Wagner et al., 2006). This variation may be significant as the length of 

tube increases the friction the taste solution may encounter, thereby limiting the velocity 

(Ruktantichoke, 2011); however, this has not been examined in a methods study. 

Similarly, diameter of tubing is inconsistently reported. Tubes ranging from 1.19 mm 

(Faurion et al., 1998) to 3mm (D'ardenne et al., 2008) have been described. Diameter of 

the tube also may alter liquid velocity (Sutera & Skalak, 1993), and therefore should be 

reported for the purposes of consistency and replication. The cumulative effect that 

tubing dimensions may have on liquid administration in this paradigm remains unknown.  

Brand of syringe is rarely reported; however, descriptions of the syringes most 

often define plastic syringes, holding 60 ml of liquid, connected to tubing, perhaps with a 

luer lock (Medline Industries Inc., 2016). Additionally, when working with multiple taste 

solutions, some have described using a stopcock valve to link tubes together before 

reaching the participant (Kringelbach et al., 2003). In this iteration, all liquids are 

delivered in separate tubing that join at this valve just before reaching the participant and 

require the participant to hold only one tube between the lips during the experiment 

(Bohon & Stice, 2012; Filbey et al., 2008; Rzepa et al., 2017). 

2.3.3.2. Gustometer Manifold. Invented specifically for this paradigm, the 

gustometer system was first described by Veldhuizen, Bender, Constable, and Small 

(2007). The gustometer is supported by an adjustable anchoring device that is attached to 

the head coil above the participant in the scanner. Tubing is delivered through pipes in 

this anchoring device to the manifold, which can deliver up to ten separate taste solutions. 
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From the manifold, a taste solution passes through a 1 mm hole and drips onto a 7 mm 

plastic ball that rests on a participant’s tongue throughout the study. 

Advantages of the gustometer manifold include holding oral tactile stimulation at 

a constant for the participant, without the need for any action (i.e. biting down or holding 

tubes between lips), as well as the ability to deliver numerous taste stimuli within one 

study paradigm without overwhelming the participant with tubing (Stice et al., 2008; 

Veldhuizen et al., 2007).  

Use of a custom-built gustometer manifold is limited however, because this 

device is not commercially available. Although this device does offer advantages and 

convenience, careful construction of this paradigm using alternative methods have been 

successfully employed. 

2.3.3.3. Other Mouthpieces and Devices. Frequently, in the absence of a 

gustometer manifold, participants are described as holding tubes between lips during the 

study. A limited number of studies have used customized fitted retainers connected to 

tubing that specifically allows liquid to flow over the tip of the tongue (Guest et al., 2007; 

Kami et al., 2008). This may offer enhanced participant comfort, a benefit not to be 

ignored in a paradigm where participant data is frequently discarded due to head motion. 

However, custom-fitting retainers for larger sample sizes may be impractical.  

Other studies have employed the use of a bite bar (Haase, Cerf-Ducastel, & 

Murphy, 2009). This device is immobilized by anchoring it to a head coil. The bite bar 

can be adjusted so the participants can bite down comfortably on a flat plane extending 

from the device. The bite bar has been shown to minimize head motion to less than 0.5 

mm and 5° rotation (Menon, Lim, Anderson, Johnson, & Pfefferbaum, 1997). 
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2.3.4. Instructions to Participants.  Depending on the research question, 

participants may receive instructions before and during the scan. Participants can be 

instructed to fast prior to scan, as hunger has been shown to produce stronger neural 

activation to taste stimuli (van Rijn et al., 2015). However, there is a wide range of 

variability in the length of time individuals are asked to fast for, ranging from 2 hours 

(De Celis Alonso et al., 2007) to approximately 12 hours (Smeets, de Graaf, Stafleu, van 

Osch, & van der Grond, 2005); thus, how long participants are instructed to fast and the 

addition of a confirmatory blood glucose test as in Chen et al. (2017) may improve 

methodology. Further, other studies have suggested that fasting and self-reported hunger 

may actually be relatively individual and independent (Lowe & Butryn, 2007), thus a 

visual analogue scale recording each participant’s hunger level is another measure that 

can be introduced to mitigate individual differences (Haase et al., 2009). 

Within the scanner, participants are almost always cued, either by a visual prompt 

or tone, to swallow taste solutions at a specific time. Volitional versus automatic 

swallowing may produce different brain activity; and thus, a conscious decision should 

be made about whether the participant is cued (Martin, Goodyear, Gati, & Menon, 2001).   

Other visual cues to participants in the scanner have been used, informed by the 

research question. Common iterations include presenting an abstract shape (D'ardenne et 

al., 2008) or representations (photograph or word) of the liquid being administered, 

initially paired with the liquid to create a conditioned association. The visual stimuli may 

then be presented without the liquid randomly or pseudorandomly to examine 

anticipatory consumption of pleasant or aversive tastes (Burger & Stice, 2014a; 

Gearhardt et al., 2011; J. O'doherty et al., 2004; Stice & Yokum, 2016). 
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Visual analogue scales are also commonly used to have participants rate the 

pleasantness and intensity of taste solutions as well as other factors relevant to the study 

(e.g. hunger, mood, urge to binge-eat, urge to urinate) (Gao et al., 2016; Haase et al., 

2007). Ideally, these ratings should be crosschecked for consistency with previous 

behavioral taste test ratings to ensure intra-rater reliability in the participant. 

2.3.5. Timing of Liquid Administration. Earlier studies favored block design 

paradigms to map basic brain activation in regions of interest (Cerf et al., 1996; Faurion 

et al., 1998) as well as activation related to distinguishing one taste stimulus from another 

(Frank et al., 2003; Wagner et al., 2006). In these designs, liquid is administered in a 

predictable, repeating pattern, sometimes in quick succession over a period of 12 seconds 

to ~1 minute. 

Later studies typically employ event-related designs (Stice & Yokum, 2016; 

Winter, Yokum, Stice, Osipowicz, & Lowe, 2017). In these designs, timing of liquid 

administration is fixed or variable, and liquids may be presented in pseudorandom order 

to avoid taste habituation. Critically, these designs rely on confidently knowing when a 

participant received a taste solution and criteria for efficient estimation of hemodynamic 

response to taste solution (Liu, Wong, Frank, & Buxton, 2002).   

Paradigm timing may be best illustrated with figures that show the series of 

temporal events. Such published figures have included taste solution administration, any 

visual and/or swallowing cues, rest time, and rinse time, presented in the appropriate 

sequence of events and labeled by the length of time in seconds (Haase et al., 2007). 

The importance of accuracy of timing of liquid administration for the purposes of 

data analysis is undeniable. Hemodynamic response is theorized to peak 2 seconds after 
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liquid receipt and slowly return to baseline over 8 to 20 seconds after peak) (D'ardenne et 

al., 2008). Accuracy of timing of liquid administration is essential for identifying peak 

neural activity accurately. Unfortunately, there is a paucity of research using this 

paradigm to determine what variables may affect accuracy of timing of liquid 

administration. 

2.3.6. Prior Participant Training. The complexity of the paradigm as well as the 

heightened risk of head motion due to swallowing in a supine position has made prior 

training for participants an increasingly common practice (Bender et al., 2009). 

Participants are trained to varying degrees on more challenging aspects of the paradigm, 

including specific tongue motions to facilitate tasting as well as mock scanning, where 

participants are oriented to the conditions of the MRI scanner and may practice 

swallowing lying supine while mitigating head motion (Wagner et al., 2006). If 

necessary, only tasteless solutions or water have been used during prior training to ensure 

the taste solution in the scanner is novel. A substantial number of studies using this 

paradigm report excluding participants due to excess motion, confusion with the study 

parameters, or other technical difficulties. Given that head motion is recognized as 

potentially highly problematic (Friston, Williams, Howard, Frackowiak, & Turner, 1996), 

the expanding practice of prior training as well as excluding participants with excessive 

head motion is a safeguard against such confounds.   

2.3.7. Participant Selection and Screening. The utility of this paradigm to assess 

food-reward response or taste perception, which can inform larger areas of study such as 

reward sensitivity, affect, and eating behavior, is being progressively recognized as 

evidenced by the increasing number of populations with whom the paradigm has been 
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used. Naturally, the screening process must be tailored to the target populations (i.e. 

Eating Disorder Examination version 16.0 used to screen for BED as in Chen et al. 

(2017)). However, given that this paradigm relies crucially on taste, there are certain 

screening measures that should be applied to ensure data integrity. Haase et al. (2007) 

provide a comprehensive protocol for screening, including a gustatory and olfactory 

assessment prior to scanning to exclude participants with ageusia (loss of sense of taste) 

and anosmia (loss of sense of smell), exclusion of individuals affected by respiratory 

infection or allergies within two weeks of scanning, and testing taste stimuli prior to 

scanning to ensure participants rate the stimuli as pleasant. Other studies, such as Jabbi et 

al. (2007), explicitly exclude “super tasters” and “non-tasters,” with a taste perception 

test using 6-n-Propylthiouracil (PROP), a taste stimulus that some individuals perceive as 

intensely bitter, others perceive as somewhat bitter, and still others perceive as tasteless. 

Additionally, Frank et al. (2016) scanned females within 10 days of their follicular phase, 

to control for any variations in taste perception related to hormones. There are also 

estimated to be over 250 medications that may alter functioning of chemical senses 

(Seiberling & Conley, 2004), thus recording and cross-checking participants’ medications 

for significant side effects is also advisable. Such screening procedures will serve to 

reduce individual variability in the sample and allow for more accurate generalization of 

results. 

2.4. Towards a Standard Reporting Protocol 

In this section, we will highlight the larger movement in the fields of psychology 

and neuroscience to address replication issues through the introduction of reporting 
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standards. We then will argue the benefits of introducing reporting standards for the 

liquid administration paradigm, in light of the numerous variables reviewed in Section 3. 

In 2008, the Working Group for Journal Article Reporting Standards (JARS) 

established by the American Psychological Association, published a communication 

describing recommendations for standards of reporting for new data collection and meta-

analysis Publications, on Journal, and Standards (Publications, on Journal, & Standards, 

2008). This communication emphasized that standard reporting allows peers to accurately 

judge the strengths and weaknesses of an experiment, and improve use of data for 

secondary purposes, such as meta-analyses. Importantly, they also note,  

“[…] reporting standards can make it easier for other researchers to design and 
conduct replications and related studies by providing more complete descriptions 
of what has been done before. Without complete reporting of the critical aspects 
of design and results, the value of the next generation of research may be 
compromised.” (Publications et al., p. 849) 
 

 Similarly, Nature Neuroscience released an editorial and a checklist in 2013 to, 

“prompt authors to disclose technical and statistical information in their submissions and 

to encourage referees to consider these issues in their reviews.” This journal also 

removed word restrictions on Methods sections. This was done in an effort to 

systemically address reproducibility and increase transparency of methods (Bustin et al., 

2013). 

  As leaders in the fields of psychology and neuroscience increasingly recognize 

and take steps to address the systemic issues that impede transparent reporting and 

replication, sub-specialties within these fields should be compelled to do the same. Using 

liquid administration paradigms in fMRI presents a complex challenge; however, it also 

offers a unique method for studying what are theorized to be fundamental mechanisms 
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contributing to multiple clinical disorders (Alloy et al., 2008; Fullana et al., 2004), 

obesity (Volkow, Wang, & Baler, 2011), and basic sensory perception (Franken & Muris, 

2005). Therefore, we hope that creating reporting standards that lay out important 

variables for the methods of this paradigm will be an initial step towards assisting those 

proficient in this paradigm to share their knowledge in a systematic way and those newly 

wishing to apply this paradigm to be more easily guided by previous work. In Appendix 

A, we have detailed a preliminary checklist, based on the elements in the paradigm that 

we defined in Section 3. We suggest this checklist be used in guiding construction of the 

Methods section of journal articles describing this paradigm or as a Methods supplement. 

In Appendix B, we have provided sample write-ups for each item on the checklist. This 

checklist may be limited because, as previously noted, there is likely intra-lab methods 

knowledge about this paradigm that is unpublished. We hope this preliminary effort will 

encourage other researchers who have successfully utilized this paradigm to add to our 

suggestions.  

Taste is a multifaceted psychophysiological phenomenon and a significant 

motivator of human behavior. Thus, it is unsurprising that the study of taste in the brain 

should require the complex methods we have reviewed. This paradigm only has been 

used for approximately two decades, but there has been a rapid expansion in application 

because, in part, this paradigm has the potential to help answer fundamental questions 

about reward, aversion, and eating behavior. There are impediments to the continued 

expansion of this paradigm, including the complexity, the cost of running liquid 

administration experiments, and the limited number of research groups who have attained 

proficiency in this paradigm. We have advanced suggestions for reporting standards in a 
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preliminary effort to begin addressing these impediments, promote transparency of 

methods, and increase replication research. It is hoped that this systematic detailing of the 

elements of the liquid administration paradigm for fMRI are useful for those who have 

created the knowledge base on these methods as well as those newly seeking to apply this 

methodology. 
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CHAPTER 2: FIGURES 

Figure 7 

 

See Figure 2 for flow diagram of publications included in Figure 1 
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Figure 8  

Article Selection Flowchart 
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APPENDIX A 

DISSERTATION PROPOSAL ANALYSES 

This appendix reports the additional analyses originally planned in the dissertation 

proposal. Listed here are points of the data analytic plan from the dissertation proposal 

that were not included in the final manuscript as well as the correlation tables for 

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. 

1. To assess whether, regardless of presence of lag times, the times liquids are 

administered are consistent or variable across trials for each taste stimulus in 

an event-related liquid paradigm using milkshake, chocolate taste, and 

neutral taste. To determine whether the time of administration is consistent, we 

will code the lag time variables as occurring at either the beginning, middle, or 

end of the trial. For each liquid, we will then perform a one-way ANOVA to test 

whether there are differences in the lag times across the trials (Miller Jr, 1997). 

Results: A ordinal variable, “Edat_2” was generated using the edat file times, 

where the first third of the administration times were coded as “Start” signaling 

the beginning of the trial, the second third was coded as “Middle” to represent the 

middle of the trial, and the final third was coded as “End” to represent the end of 

the trial. A one-way ANOVA was executed where Lag time was the dependent 

variable and the Edat_2 was the independent variable. There was no significant 

difference in the lag times based on the time of administration during the trial, 

F(2, 1148) = 1.22, p = .295. 

2. To determine whether there are meaningful differences in any existent lag 

times related to the following variables: 1) Taste stimuli used, 2) 
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Temperature, 3) Length of Tubing, 4) Pump Speed. Any lag times will be 

further scrutinized based on the manipulation variables. We first will explore 

correlations between variables to note any overlap in influence. We then will use 

multiple regression to test the influence of temperature and pump speed on each 

of the liquids used (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2013). Using our tubing 

length simulation, we also will calculate a formula for additional time based on 

tube length (e.g. add 0.57 seconds per additional meter of tubing). 

Results: Pearson’s correlations were run using lag time, taste stimuli, pump 

speed, temperature, and measurement system. Only measurement system was 

significantly correlated with lag time, r = -.12, p < .001. 

Additionally, two multiple regressions were conducted. The first used lag time as 

the dependent variable and taste stimuli, temperature, and pump speed as 

independent predictors. None of these models was statistically significant. The 

second regression used the Speed Time variable as the dependent measure and 

entered in temperature, Starting Point, and Pump Speed. Only Pump Speed was 

significant (See Appendix A Table 1). 

3. Test the feasibility and acceptability of using a video lag time measurement 

system against an infrared detector lag time measurement system. We 

compared the mean difference in lag times between the two measurements as well 

as ran partial correlations, controlling for the manipulation of variables. We also 

reported on the benefits and challenges of using these two methods of 

measurement (Cohen et al., 2013). 
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Results: A partial correlation between Lag Time and measurement system was 

executed, while controlling for Temperature, Pump Speed, and taste stimuli. The 

correlation was small but significant, r = -.068, p = .047. 

 

  
Β SE Β β 

Step 1         

 
Constant 3.424 0.88 

 
 

Temperature 0.013 0.01 0.07 
Step 2   

   
 

(Constant) 3.429 0.89 
 

 
Temperature 0.013 0.01 0.07 

 
Starting Point -0.003 0.08 0.00 

Step 3   
   

 
(Constant) 7.706 0.30 

 
 

Temperature 0 0.01 0.00 

 
Starting Point -0.003 0.02 0.00 

 
Pump Speed -0.003 0.00 -0.95** 

Dependent Variable: Time       
R2 = .90 for Step 3, ΔR2 = .90 for Step 3 (p < .001) **p< .001 
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Spearman’s correlations Experiment 2 
 Speed Temp. Starting 

Point 1 
Starting 
Point 2 

Starting 
Point 3 

Starting 
Point 4 

Speed 1 -0.05 -.94** -.94** -.94** -.94* 
Temp.  1 -0.03 0.06 0.04 0.03 
Starting Point 1   1 .94** .94** .92** 
Starting Point 2    1 .95** .91** 
Starting Point 3     1 .89** 
Starting Point 4      1 
Speed = Pump speed; Temp. = Temperature of liquid at start of trial; Starting Point 1 = time elapsed 
from 0 ft. to 1 ft.; Starting Point 2 = time elapsed from 1 ft. to 2 ft.; Starting Point 3 = time elapsed from 
2 ft. to 3 ft.; Starting Point 4 = time elapsed from 3 ft. to 4 ft.; ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 
level (2-tailed). 
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APPENDIX B 

POWER ANALYSES 

Experiment 1 Power Analysis 

Using G*Power 3.1, we conducted an a priori power analysis for a one sample t-test, 

estimating a small effect size (d = .25), a standard α error probability (0.05), a standard 

degree of power (1-β error probability = 0.95). This yielded a suggested sample size of 

210 liquid administrations. 

 

Using G*Power 3.1, we conducted an a priori power analysis for an ANCOVA, 

estimating a small effect size (f2 = .25), a standard α error probability (0.05), a standard 

degree of power (1-β error probability = 0.95), using 2 degrees of freedom, and three 

groups. This yielded a suggested sample size of 251 liquid administrations. 

 

Experiment 2 Power Analysis 

Using G*Power 3.1, we conducted an a priori power analysis for a repeated measure 

ANOVA, estimating a small effect size (f2 = .25), a standard α error probability (0.05), a 

standard degree of power (1-β error probability = 0.95), using three groups, and four 

measures. This yielded a suggested sample size of 45 time points. 
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APPENDIX C 

Checklist for reporting standards for Liquid Administration Paradigms Using 

fMRI* 

1. Taste Stimuli and Rinse 

1.1. Recipe or Brand for each taste solution and rinse  

1.2. Percentage break down of calories consumed during paradigm   

1.3. Temperature of liquids administered  

1.4. Viscosity of liquids if appropriate (consider including for thicker 

liquids) 

 

1.5. Special storage precautions taken to preserve taste if appropriate  

2. Delivery Instruments 

2.1. Make and model of semiautomatic pump  

2.2. Speed and volume of liquid per trial  

2.3. Computer program used to coordinate pumps  

2.4. Use of special features on pump if appropriate  

3. Tubing and Mouthpiece 

3.1. Tubing material, length and diameter  

3.2. Syringe and any connector models  

3.3. Thorough description of specialized mouthpiece if appropriate 

(consider including photographs as appropriate) 

 

3.4. Specify how demand on participant was minimized (i.e. anchoring 

tubing to lay on the lips) 

 

4. Instructions to participants 
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4.1. Hours asked to fast prior to scanning and confirmatory blood glucose 

test 

 

4.2. Food, drink, or activity participant was asked to abstain from if 

appropriate 

 

4.3. Specify cued or automatic swallowing during scanning  

4.4. Specify if participants were cued to actively or passively taste solution  

4.5. Describe any other visual stimuli during scanning  

4.6. Include images of visual stimuli  

4.7. Describe Visual Analogue Scales before and after scanning  

5. Timing of Liquid Administration 

5.1. Description of design includes when and which liquid stimuli and 

visual stimuli were administered 

 

5.2. Specify duration of total paradigm  

5.3. Include a figure that illustrates time course   

6. Prior Participant Training 

6.1. Describe what features of paradigm participants were trained on  

6.2. Specify timing of training relative to time of scanning  

6.3. Specify training procedure  

7. Participant Selection and Screening 

7.1. Describe controls for normative taste and smell perception  

7.2. Describe additional screening for pleasantness/aversiveness/etc. of taste 

stimuli if appropriate 

 

7.3. Describe screening for medications and any other conditions that might  
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effect the chemical senses 

*Further relevant details and examples for reporting each variable are described in 

Appendix D 
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APPENDIX D 

REPORTING EXAMPLES 

This Appendix contains examples of how each variable may be reported in a journal 

article. These examples are not intended to be exhaustive, but rather are intended to 

suggest the level of detail that is necessary to ensure transparent reporting.  

1. Taste Stimuli and Rinse 

1.1. Recipe or Brand for each taste solution and rinse 

The taste solution used was V8 tomato juice, chocolate milkshake (1 cup Hagen 

Daz Chocolate ice cream, 0.5 cup full fat milk, 1 tbsp powdered sugar, and 1 

tbsp Hershey’s Chocolate syrup). Rinse solution was a saliva analogue (0.25 mM 

KCl and 2.5 mM NaHCO3 dissolved in demineralized water). 

1.2. Percentage break down of calories consumed during paradigm 

Participants consumed approximately 8 oz. of Campbell’s tomato juice during 

the scan, thereby consuming an estimated 44 calories in total (87% Carbs, 0% 

Fat, 13% Protein). 

1.3. Temperature of liquids administered: Include the device used to measure 

temperature and the time the temperature was taken in proximity to scanning. 

Temperature of each taste solution was measured just prior each scan using a 

ThermoPro TP03A Instant Read Digital Food Meat Thermometer. Average 

temperature of taste solution was 22°C (SD = 1.3 °C) and average temperature 

of rinse solution was 23°C (SD = 0.5 °C). 

1.4. Viscosity of liquids if appropriate (consider including for thicker liquids) 
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Viscosity for each taste solution at the mean study temperature was estimated 

using a viscosimeter (TCP Global Brand SG244 Liquid Thickness & Viscosity 

Measuring Cup Ford # 4 Four).  At the mean study temperature (~22°C), the 

viscosity was of the taste solution was 2.57 cP, and the viscosity of the rinse 

solution (~23°C) was 0.93 cP. 

1.5. Special storage precautions taken to preserve taste if appropriate 

Taste solution was prepared fresh prior to each scan and store in a refrigerator 

until approximately 2 hours before scanning. Rinse solution was freshly prepared 

every three days and stored in a refrigerator until approximately 2 hours before 

scanning.  

2. Delivery Instruments 

2.1. Make and model of semiautomatic pump 

Liquids were delivered using a BS-8000 DUAL-220V programmable syringe 

pumps (Braintree Scientific, Inc., Braintree, MA). 

2.2. Speed and volume of liquid per trial 

Taste solutions were infused at a rate of 1200 ml/hr, delivering 0.75 mL per 

administration. Rinse solution was infused at a rate of 800 ml/hr, delivering 0.5 

ml per administration. 

2.3. Computer program used to coordinate pumps 

Visual analogue scale, swallow cues, crosshairs, and images of milkshake or 

water as well as timing of liquid delivery was coordinating using E-Prime 3.0 on 

the study computer. Trigger pulses sent from E-Prime synchronized the 

experiment with scanning.  
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2.4. Special features use on pump if appropriate 

The “Withdrawal” feature on the pumps was used, such that immediately after 

each infusion, each pump automatically withdrew 0.01 ml. This was done to 

ensure participants did not receive any accidental drops of liquid and to mitigate 

any effect of accidental sucking by participants. 

3. Tubing and Mouthpiece 

3.1. Tubing material, length and diameter 

Each liquid was delivered by semiautomatic pumps through 25 m of Teflon® 

Thick Wall Heavy Duty Tubing (Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ), the 

dimensions of which were 5/32 in x 1/4 in x 3/64 in (bore x o.d x wall thickness). 

3.2. Syringe and any connector models 

Liquids were held in 60 ml plastic BD Syringes with Luer-Lok™ Tips (Fischer 

Scientific, Hampton, NH). One-way, male luer lock to female luers (Component 

Supply Company, Sparta, TN) were used to connect syringes to tubing and a 3-

way stopcock valve (Component Supply Company, Sparta, TN) was used to 

connect tubing at the mouthpiece held by the participant. 

3.3. Thorough description of specialized mouthpiece if appropriate (consider 

including photographs as appropriate) 

Tubing was threaded through a plastic 13 inch loc-line modular hose, and the 

end of the tube was attached to a plastic nozzle 1/16 inches in diameter 

(Lockwood Products Inc., Lake Oswego, OR). 

3.4. Specify how demand on participant was minimized (i.e. anchoring tubing to lay 

on the lips) 
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The modular hose was anchored to the head coil using a plastic clamp 

(Lockwood Products Inc., Lake Oswego, OR), and the participant was asked to 

adjust the position of the nozzle so that it rested comfortably on the tip of the 

tongue. The rigid structure of the modular hose held the tubing and nozzle in this 

position throughout the experiment without any effort from the participant. 

4. Instructions to participants 

4.1. Hours asked to fast prior to scanning and confirmatory blood glucose test 

Participants were asked to fast for approximately 8 hours prior to their 

scheduled scan. Fasting was confirmed using a blood glucose test, with all 

participants having blood sugar levels less than 100 mg/dL. 

4.2. Any food, drink, or activity participant was asked to abstain from if appropriate 

Participants were asked to refrain from consuming alcohol 24 hours prior to 

scanning and were asked not to brush their teeth on the day of the scan. 

Participants were also instructed only to drink water and black coffee if this was 

part of their normal routine. 

4.3. Specify cued or automatic swallowing during scanning 

Participants were cued to swallow by a visual prompt displayed 10 seconds after 

liquid was administered. OR After liquid was administered, participants 

swallowed automatically and independent of cueing.   

4.4. Specify if participants were cued to actively or passively taste solution 

Participants were instructed to identify the taste stimuli and attend to the taste 

intensity. OR Participants were not cued to attend to the taste stimuli or taste 

intensity.  
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4.5. Describe any other visual stimuli during scanning 

During initial trials, pleasant taste stimulus administration was paired with the 

display of a green circle and aversive taste stimulus was paired with the display 

of a red circle. After five trials, visual stimuli were displayed without taste stimuli 

50% of the time in a pseudorandom order, and were paired the remaining 50% 

of the time to capture anticipatory consumption of pleasant and aversive tastes. 

4.6. Include images of visual stimuli 

Fig. A shows the green and red circles displayed and paired with pleasant and 

aversive taste solution respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure A. 

4.7. Describe Visual Analogue Scales for hunger, mood, urge to urinate, and any 

other used before and after scanning 

Before and after scanning, participants were asked to use a button box to 

complete visual analogue scales rating from 0-10 how hungry they were, how 

strong the urge to binge eat was, how strong the urge to urinate was, how 

irritable they felt, and how physically comfortable they felt. 

5. Timing of Liquid Administration 

5.1. Thorough description of events or blocks that includes when and which liquid 

stimuli and visual stimuli were administers 
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The paradigm presented taste stimuli in pseudorandom order. The word “Taste” 

was shown on the display screen and liquid was administered simultaneously 

over 2 seconds. “Taste” remained on the screen for 10 seconds, then the word 

“Swallow” appeared for 2 seconds, prompting the participant to swallow. This 

was followed by displaying the word “Rinse” on the screen for 2 seconds during 

which time participants received the rinse solution. Participants were 

immediately cued by the word “Swallow” again for 2 seconds. Following this, 

cross hairs were displayed and participants rested with their eyes open for 7 

seconds. 

5.2. Specify duration of total paradigm 

There were 3 trials, each with 30 administrations of taste stimulus or control, 

totaling approximately 38 minutes. 

5.3. Include a figure that illustrates time course 

Repeat 30 times is pseudorandom order 

“Visual 

Stimulus” 

Time in seconds 

“Taste” 

2 s 

“Taste” 

10s 

“Swallow” 

2s 

“Rinse” 

2s 

“Swallow” 

2s 

Crosshairs 

7s 

Procedure 

Liquid 

administere

d 

Subject tastes 
Cued 

swallowing 

Rinse 

administered 

Cued 

swallowin

g 

Rest 

 

6. Prior Participant Training 

6.1. Describe what features of paradigm participants were trained on 

The aim of training sessions was to orient participants to the conditions of the 

scanner, how to communicate with the research team to make them most 
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comfortable during the scan, and to practice swallowing in a supine position 

while mitigating head motion. 

6.2. Specify timing of training relative to time of scanning 

Within one week of scanning, participants were invited in for a mock scan, at 

which time participants were familiarized with the conditions of the scanner, 

including a fake head coil which simulated the confinement in the scanner. 

6.3. Specify training procedure 

Using the same plastic nozzle and modular hose that would be anchored to the 

head coil used during the task, participants practiced laying supine and 

swallowing while attempting to mitigate head motion. Each participant practiced 

at least three times, being cued that the taste was coming, receiving 0.75 ml of 

water manually pumped by the research assistant, tasting this for a count of 10 

seconds, and then being cued by the research assistant to swallow. 

7. Participant Selection and Screening 

7.1. Describe controls for normative taste and smell perception 

To screen for normal taste perception, the NIH Toolbox Gustatory Assessment 

was administered to each potential participant (see Coldwell, et al. 2013, for 

procedure) with the addition of 6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP) taste stimuli to 

detect non-tasters and super tasters (cite). Individuals were excluded if that 

could not accurate identify the tastes in the NIH Toolbox Gustatory Assessment 

or if they were deemed non-tasters or super tasters based on their perception of 

PROP. 
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Sniffin’ Sticks were used to screen for normal olfaction (see Hummel et al., 2007 

for procedure). Individuals were excluded if their perception did not fall within 

the normative ranges. 

Participants who had experienced an upper respiratory infection or congestion 

within two weeks screening and within two weeks of scanning were rescheduled 

to capture accurate taste perception. 

7.2. Describe additional screening for pleasantness/aversiveness/etc. of taste stimuli if 

appropriate 

During administration of the NIH Toolbox Gustatory Assessment, participants 

were also asked to taste the chocolate milk and tomato juice that would be used 

during the experiment. Participants were asked to identify the taste, rate the 

intensity, and rate the pleasantness. Individuals who found these tastes aversive 

(less that 50 for pleasantness on a General Labeled Magnitude Scale of 0-100) 

were excluded. 

7.3. Describe screening for medications and any other conditions that might effect the 

chemical senses 

Individuals were excluded if taking lipid-lowering drugs, antihistamines, 

antimicrobials, antineoplastics, anti-inflammatories, asthma medications, 

cardiac medications, muscle relaxants, antidepressants and anticonvulsants, or 

vasodilators.  

Female participants underwent screening and scanning within 10 days of their 

follicular cycle to minimize the effect of hormone variation on the chemical 

senses. 


